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GOVERNOR SENDS IN LONG

TODAY

r

AND

COUNCIL CONFIRMS THEM

House Kills Council Appropriation Bill

and Appoints Committee of
Seven For Conference.

HARrTmAN

STOCKSSUFFER

i

LIST OF APPOINTMENTS AND
I

Two Large Brokerage Houses
Have Affected Settlement
With Their Creditors.

MOST HOLT

AND

HUDSPETH

ACROSS

SHAKE

BLOODY

CHASM

Harriman Denies Reports That He House In Committee of Whole Considering New
Election
Intends to Retire From Active
Law Which Contains 121 Sections
Work at Early Day.

Probably Completed Tonight.

Prices
York, March
New
crumbled during the early dealings
In the stock market today. The pre
clpltancy of the decline recalled the
market of Inst week and gave rise to
renewed uneaslnss. The gratest suf
ferers from renewed pressure were
Stocks of the
Hill and Harriman.
Union Pacific fell 7 points without a
support.
Many
active stocks
sign of
fell two and three points.
The break during the first hour Is
ascribed to a variety of causes, chief
among them being a persistent ru
mor that one or more failures are
60,000
sold
London
imminent.
shares during the first hour. Excite
ment on exchange today was quite
as great as that of last Thursday.
licfore noon It was announced that
the clearing house sheets from the
members had gone through. It Is in
timated In official circles that several
members will have to be carried over
and that their affairs are being investigated by the stock exchange
committee. Among the alarming rumors was one affecting a banking
house, which is said to have suffered
loss on a loan collater of doubtful
value.
Shortly after noon It was learned
from an authorlative source that a
private settlement had been effected
between at least two stock exchange
firms and their creditors. It was also
said that all danger of suspensions
had passed for the day. K. H. Harriman today denied the report that
he intends to retire from active rail
road work.
19.

OFFICE

GFX)RGIA NFAVS- -

PAPKH GUTTKD UY FIRK
Augusta, Ga., March 19. A tire
which originated early today In the
job printing department of the Augusta Chronicle, ruined the offices of
the Chronicle end destroyed the
offices of the Western Union Tele
graph company and the Union ticket
office.
The losses are estimated at
between 175.000 and 1100,000. The
paper
Chronicle printed a four-pag- e
from the Herald office at 10 o clock
this morning.

PACIFIC SLOPE DELUGED
DY ENORMOUS

POUR

JF

DOWN

RAIN

Rivers Overflow Banks and
Destroy Crops and
Villages.
LAND SLIDES TIE UP
ALL RAILROAD TRAFFIC
Francisco, March 19. Heavy
rains, which have prevailed since lust
Saturday, have caused the rivers in
northern California to overflow and
great damage has resulted. The
large town of Orovllle has been inundated and a portion of Maryville is
under water. At the Folsom state
prison two guard houses were swept
away. No danger Is apprehended as
I he
levees are in good condition.
The situation at Stockton, however,
appears serious as the local streams
are higher than for years and u
great volume of water Is pouring into
the San Joaquin river.
n
The towns of Woodbridge and
are In danger from the flood.
The lowlands are under water and
the wheat and barley crops are
ruined.
At Marysville the water is still
booming in the Youba river uut the
worst is believed to be over.
Mlny bridges In the state
have
lit en washed away and others
are
At Logan's Ferry, Mon
threatened.
terey county, the Southern
Pacific
tracks are covered to a depth of
twenty feet by a landslide, interrupting all traffic on the coast division
of that line.
Forecaster McAdie states that the
brunt of the storm has now passed
California points and is
northern
moving southward.
Hun

anologoy to this body for the unseem
ly display of temper on my part. I
Mr.
wish especially to apologize,
Speaker, to this honorable house as
such a body, and such only. But I
have been Indicted by the gentleman
from Lincoln so often that forbearI
ance has ceased to be a virtue.
was Informed the other day when the!
was
gentleman from Otero
In the
chair that the gentleman from Lincoln made a statement under his
breath that a certain statement I had
made was not the truth. Mr. Speaker,
I do not know whether those words
of the gentleman from Lincoln were
uttered, because I did not overhear
Hut, Mr. Speaker, I am very
them.
sorry, that I forgot myself. I wish
forglvenness
of yourself and of
the
the gentlemen of this house for participating in the confusion of a few
moments ago."
During Mr. Holt'8 apology and the
remainder of the session of the house
Mr. Hudspeth sat In tils seat, but
made no effort to apologize to the
house or anybody else for his part In
the affair.
In connection with this matter
there is something of a mystery. A
woman dressed in black and heavily
veiled rushed down on the floor of
the house when the fight began,
grabbed Mr. Hudspeth by the arm
and besought him to sit down. When
he finally did so and she was assured
that all trouble was over, she slipped
out through a side door.
No one
on the floor of the house knew her
Identity not even Mr. Hudspeth
Yesterday's Work.
The reading of the special report
began at 10 o'clock yesterday morn
ing and was not finished until 5
o'clock in the afternoon.
Immedi
ately upon the conclusion of the reading, Mr. Holt moved Uiat the report
be adopted and called for the previous question.
In some mysterious
manner best known to himself, Mr.
Hudspeth had ascertained
that in
connection with the report of the special committee there was a message
from the governor on the speaker's
desk, bearing on the same subject. At
least one would be led to believe that
he had such information, because he
made a motion that the message on
the speaker's desk from the governor
bearing upon this subject be read beMr.
fore the report was adopted.
Holt Insisted upon his motion, and It
was at this point that the fistic encounter took place. Mr. Holt's mo
tion for the previous question prevailed by a vote of 13 ayes to 10 nays.
those voting no being Abbott, of Col
fax; Denniston, Hudspeth, Lucero,
Mirabel, Moran, Huppe, Sanches, of
San Miguel; Trujillo and Walters
The report was then adopted by a
viva voce vote.
Mr. Holt immediately introduced
house resolution No. 19, which provides that as a result of the recommendation of the report of the special
committee, the district attorney of the
Second Judicial district be Instructed
to bring suit to set aside the sale of
7,000 acres of valuable timber land
belonging to the territory, conveyed
to the Pennsylvania Development Co.
by 11. J. Hagerman, as null and void,
and that all other officials be Instructed to take similar action In all other
similar land sales.
This resolution
was adopted by a vote of 12 ayes, 11
nays, under suspension of the rules.
Mr. Hudspeth wus still hunting
trouble and mal a mw-oto the effect that the chair appoint a committee of three, with E. C. Abbott, of
Santa Fe, chairman, to investigate all
land sales.
Mr. Holt called htm to
order, stating that the appointment of
a committee was a matter to be embodied in a resolution and not a motion. Mr. Hudspeth asked for time
to prepare his motion In the shape of
a resolution, which would probably
have been granted had not Mr. Trujillo moved to adjourn until this
morning, which motion prevailed.
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Santa Fe, March 19. 4 p. m.
The house today took up the
council substitute lor house
substitute for house bill No.
14 2, the general appropriation
bill, as soon as it was reported
from the council at noon today
and tabled the same on motion
of Holt and Hudspeth objecting.
The house on motion of
Holt voted to Instruct the speaker to appoint a committee of
seven to confer with a like committee from the council relative
to a new appropriation bill. The
speaker will announce the committee later.
The house is In committee of
the whole considering new election law, which contains 121
sections and will take nil after
noon and part of tonight.
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IMPORTANT PnOCEF.IMXGS IV
LlXUSLATl'HK TODAY
Santa Fe, March 19. The republican members of the house were in
c&ucus this morning from 10 o'clock
until 11:30, when the house convened.
Mr. Beach Immediately asked permission to present the report of the
special committee to inquire Into the
expense
expenditure
of contingent
funds by the territorial auditor. The
report was filed with the chief clerk.
Mr. Hudspeth asked permission to
make a statement, which was accorded him. He apologized to the house
and to Mr. Holt for his unparliamentary language of the preceding
day which caused Mr. Holt to resent
the fcame with blows.
He read his
speech. Mr, Holt accepted the apology In the spirit In which It was
made, stating that he had known Mr.
Hudspeth for a number of years and
had the highest respect for him as
a man of honor, integrity and worth.
Mr. Holt and Mr. Hudspeth
then
shook hands.
Oliarges Against Auditor.
The report of the special committee on the office of the territorial
auditor was then read. This report
charges, and cites testimony to sustain the same, that W. (. Sargent,
territorial auditor, appropriated to
his own personal use approximately
$3,000 from the contingent expense
fund, and recommends that copies
of the report be sent to the council
and to the governor, and that the
governor be asked to have a further
investigation of that office made and
suit Instituted for the recovery of this
sum from Mr. Sargent.
The report was adopted, by a vote
of 20 ayes to 1 nay. H. C. Abbott
of Colfax county voting no; Messrs.
Moran and Trujillo were not in their
seats.
Mr. Hudspeth In voting, explained
that It had been the habit of some
legislatures In the past to allow
claims of individuals under the guise
of contingent expenses and that while
he understood Mr. Sargent was said
to have some such claims, yet this
method of paying them was In op
position to democratic principles and
consequently he voted to adopt the
report.
The house then took a recess until
- p. m.
Council, Morning Session.
The principal event in the council
hlse morning was a favorable report
by the committee of finance of the
council on substitute for house substitute for house bill No. 142, the
general appropriation bill. This bill

came back to the council stripped of
all riders; the appropriation for a
building for the University of New
Mexico was reduced from $35,000 to
$25,000; and other minor
amendments. The report was adopted and
the substitute bill passed the council
after an exchange of hot words between Mr. Dalies and Mr. Sargent.
NOMINATIONS MADK.
A number of minor bills were considered by the council this morning
but shortly before noon that body
went Into executive session and confirmed the following nominations by
the governor:
Auditor W. G. Sargent.
Treasurer Levi Hughes.
.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
'

Sat-ford-

Game Warden W. E. Griffith
Laud
Commissioner Robert
Ervlne of Union county.
Inspector James
Coal
Oil
M.
Duncan, of San Miguel county.
Superintendent of Insurance Jac-ob- o
Chavez, of Vulencla .county.
Irrigation Engineer V. L. Sullivan
of Eddy county.
Members of Hoard of Equalization
U. J. Palen, of Santa Fe; E. V.
Ciiaves, of Valencia county;
Frank
county; Hilton
P. Jones, of Grant
Letz, of Colfax county; J. T. Hlnckle,
of Chaves county; Martin Lohman,
of Dona Ana county; E. A. Mlera, of
Sandoval county.
Cattle Sanitary Board E. R. Manning, of Colfax; W. E. McDonald, of
Lincoln; Charles L. Ballard, of Chaves, E. J. Austin and Victor Culberson
of Grant county, and Geo. W. Baker
of Union county.
Following the confirmation
the
council took a recess until 3 p. m.
WHAT tXXTRRFD IN
THK HOUSK YESTERDAY
Santa Fe. N. M., March 19. The
repeated slurs, insinuations and openly insulting statements on the part of
the minority leader of the house, A.
J. Hudspeth, from Lincoln, directed
against H. B. Holt, member from
Dona Ana and republican leader on
the floor, resulted yesterday evening
in Mr. Holt's being forced to use his
fists in defense of his personal honor.
A fight resulted on the floor of the
house when Mr. Hudspeth, being called to order by the chair at the request of Mr. Holt, who had moved
for the "previous question," on th3
motion to adopt the report of the special committee, replied: "I regret to
see the gentleman from Dona Ana
play the coward's part." He got no
further. "Don't you call me a coward," said Holt.
The republican
leader stepped before Mr. Hudspeth
and planted a blow on the side of his
Mr. Hudspeth replied with anJaw.
Stud-leRepresentative
other blow.
an
ball player, who sat
near the combatants, rushed between
the two.
He was assisted by M. O.
Llewellyn, surveyor general, who was
sitting on the floor of the house, and
by the sergeant at arms.
The members were finally separated.
The report of the special committee was
then adopted.
Mr. Holt showed that while he Is a
man of courage, ready to resent an
Insult, even with his flats If need be,
he was at the same time a gentleman
In every sense of the word.
He Immediately asked permission to address
the house, which was granted.
The
following Is his apology to that honorable body, and it will be observed
that It can in no wise be construed as
an apology to Mr. Hudspeth, who pre.
clpltated the trouble by an open Insult:
"Mr. Speaker, I wish to make an
y,

ex-fo- ot
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TELEGRAPHERS THREATEN
TO

GO

OUT ON STRIKE

Discharge of Western Union Operator
Is Followed by Ultimatum From Employes That There Will

l,ovt Iiroko at Marysville.
19.
A
teleSacramento, .March
phone message from Marysville this
morning says that water has broken
uver the kvee and that the entire city
The water is said to
is being flooded.
A tempest in a teapot has been
te running through the business portion of the town.
stirred up In the local telegraphers'
union over the discharge of an operSouc I K in Pacific Suffers.
from the Denver office of the
Tvu ckee ator
Item), March la. Tlio
Western Union Telegraph company,
liver dropped three feet since
says
Ultithe Denver Republican.
terday and it is thought that
was served upon Supt. S. K.
worn cif the flood has passed, All matum
Leonard Sunday night announcing a
nverlaiul trains ure still tied u p at "call
out" of the men employed here
Sparks and it will bo twenty- - four by
the company, unless the operator
hours before they ore running a gain.the cause of the trouble was
A snow slide at r.lder has de lllolreinstated or good cause given
either
mer.".00
Nu
of
snowsheds.
feet
islied
his dismissal.
The "walk out,"
The for
ous other slides are reported,
as announced by the union's commitflood In the Truckee Is the gre atest tee, will occur this morning at 10
years,
The o'clock, and at best only slight delay
known in thirty-seve- n
loss to this city will not exceed $30,- - will be the result.
iMiii. but the loss to farmers will run
This move on the part of the union
iiito thousands.
is taken by the officials as more of an
attempt to enforce positive recogniIII l ITS
OHIO II AS ltl
tion und to assert the power of the
l'lti:si AT CINCINNATI. union than a complaint of treatment.
Cincinnati. March 19. The Ohl The local officials slate that the comliver reached the stage of 62 1 at 1 1 pany has never nought to hinder the
, clock
last night, and ha stood at Denver union in any way, but, in fact,
vel since, apparently having recently had promoted men known to
that
belong to the union.
They say that
4cu,c!v d the crest of the tlojd

be "Call Out."
the other operators are being deceived by the discharged man.
Even should the organized operators carry out their ultimatum, nothing serious is expected by the ofiioials,
and delay of but a short time will be
the only Inconvenience.
The local
oitlcials of the Western Union have
not yet heard from headquarters In
the east as to what course to pursue
In the matter, and have formed no
plans.
Keason for the discharge of
ilie operator, according to the officials
here, would Involve the business of
others, which the company refuses
to do.
Agitators, It Is said, have made a
mountain out of a mole hill, and
could the cause of the discharge of
the operator- be told, it is said that
many of the operators now declaring
with the agitator would support the
company in its contentions.
The. union met and appointed two
committees, one of which served the
ultimatum, while the other went to
work "lining up" the uncertain em
ploye

Afternoon Session Council.
Following its summary action on
the appropriation bill, the following
new bill was Introduced In the council:
Council bill No. 123. by Mr.
Spiess an act limiting actions on
municipal bonds and coupons to ten
years after maturity. The bill was
passed by unanimous vote.
The committee on finance reported
favorably upon house bill No. 122,
calling for the relief of Torrance
county, and providing a loan of
0
for court purposes.
Passed by
unanimous vote.
A message from the house was received, announcing that the house
had concurred In the passage of council bill No. 35, relative to estray animals.
Under suspension of the rules,
house bill No. 173. providing for
armories at Las Cruces, Santa Fe and
Silver City, and a bond Issue of 130,-00was taken up.
Mr. Cameron
offered an amendment providing for
an armory at Roswell and Increasing
40,000.
the bond issue of
The
amendment was adopted.
The bill
was passed as amended by unanimous
vote.
The council then took a recess of
Upon enlivening, council
one hour.
bill No. 124, an act to validate the
acts of the de facto government of
Gallup was taken up and passed
unanimously.
Council substitute for council bill
No. 11, to tax Pullman cars, was
taken up under suspension of the
rules, on motion of Sargent, and was
promptly referred to the committee
on railroads.
Upon motion of Duncan the rules
were suspended and house bill No.
135, relating to liisunnce companies,
was taken up and referred to the
committee on insurance.
Under suspension of the rules,
house bill No. ljj, lixing the time for
holding court In the Sixth district.
was taken up and passed with amendments.
Council bill No. Ill, relative to poll
tax, was taken up and passed by
Tills bill requires
unanimous vote.
employers to pay the poll tax of employes out of the aj:,-- of the latter.
The committee on education reported house bill No. Ti. Kulzer's dike
bill, and recommended its passage.
The report was udop'.ed and the bill
was passed unanimously.
The committee on judiciary reported council bill No. bi, fixing the time
for holding court in the Fourth district.
Adopted and passed.
The same commit!' e reported house
bill No. 27, appropriating
$luo for
printing the rules of the supreme
court. The report vas adopted and
the bill was passed.
The same comniltP " reported house
bill No. 146, relative t appellate procedure In civil and criminal cases.
Adopted and passed.
Session.
An i:cc-uti- i
The council then ieiil into execu- tive session, confirm' i the following
appointments;
To be attorney get. ral, W. C. Reld,
present Incumbent.
To be spuerlnteii'l'iit of peniten-preseiIn- tlary, Artiiur Trelf": 1,
cutnbent.
To be territorial
brarlan,
Mrs
Anita J. Chapman, present lricum- oem.
To be members b nd of trustee.-reforschool ut El Kito, Francl.se
Serna. of Rio Arriba, term ending Au- $4,-00-
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CEREBRAL ATTACK

LARGE

THE OTHER DAY

JEROME USES

RAILWAY LINE

OVER-DEAD- LY

MANCHURIA WRECK

MORNING

COMPETING

ON EXPERT

English Scientists Fear Dis- Clark and Others Sold Him
aster will Follow Earth's
Control of San Pedro. Los
Unusual Quiet.
Angeles & Salt Lake.
DANISH SHIP BLOWS

fmr.

Cross Examination of Dr
Jelllffee Both Tedious and
STORY HOWEVER SEEMS
Greatly Exasperating.
TO LACK CONFIRMATION

Brussels, March 19. Despite all
denials, private
Investigation
confirms the report that King Leopold,
who Is visiting the Rlverla, recently
suffered a cerebral attack and was
for some time unconscious.
He Is
nearly 72 years old.

San Francisco,
19. The
March
Call today says: Senator W. A. Clark EXPLOITERS OFFAKE MINof Montana and his associates
are
out on the San Tedro, Snlt Lake &
ING ENTERPRISES CALLED
Los Angeles road and E. II. Harriman Is owner of their stock. The
story given out In financial circles
Scientist Fran Trouble.
London, March 19. John Milne, yesterday says that Harriman pur- Grand Jury Obtains Sensational
selsmogollst, says that the world, chased the shares held In the rond
by Clark, R. C. Kerens, David Keith
which normally Is steadily experiencConfessions From Frisco
ing earthquakes, has been strangely and Thomas Kearns.
The quartet
and ominously quiet for the past of millionaires retain possession of
Supervisors.
forty-eighours,
suggests $36,000,000 of the road's bonds.
which
something threatening.
Lacks Confirmation.
New New, March 19. The croee
Raid Railway Collision.
Angeles, March 19. None of examination of Dr. Smith Ely JelllfHarbin. March 19. As the result theLos
fee,
officials
of
the insanity expert for the de- -.
the
Santa Pedro, Los
of a collision today between a pas- Angeles &
Salt Lake railroad were at fense, occupied the morning of the
senger and a freight train, at
the company's offices In this city to- Thaw trial.
Jerome
produced
a
station,
persons day
seventeen
and no official statement could medical work edited by Jelllffee and
were killed and thirty-fiv- e
Injured.
be obtained In reference to the re- Interrogate! the witness regurVng
ported sale of stock by Senator the contents of many chapters. There
Danish Ship 11 lows Over.
Copenhagen. March 19. The Dan- Clark and his associates to Harri- were frequent wrangles between the
prosecutor and the witness.
ish training ship Viking was blown man. Men, who are high In authorDelmus cii'lng Ufa cross examt-Inntlo- n
over In a storm In the ship building ity In the employ of the road, however,
deny
Is
any
that there
noted exceptions to several
yards here today. It had 400 worktruth In of
Jerome's remarks upon the ground
men aboard and It Is believed that the report.
of misconduct. He also objected to
about fifty of them were drowned.
the whole course of cross examinaClark Denies It. .
The first reports of casualties resulttion but Fitzgerald overruled all obing from the overturning of the VikNew York, March
19.
At the jections.
ing were exaggerated.
Only ten offices of W. A. Clark In this city it
When Jerome had completed his
workmen were Injured and there was was stated today that Clark had not long
cross examination Delmus unno loss of life. The Viking was a sold his Interest In the San Pedro
raildertook an extensive redirect cross
new ship not fully completed.
road and had no Intention of doing so. examination.
Jelllfiee sale, it waa hla
opinion that Thaw had been Insane
from a paranoac form of Insanity for
THE MERCHANTS RATE HERR
VON PLEHN
least two and a half years prior
IS at
to the trngedy.
Two more experts
will bo called In behalf of Thaw.
SHIPPING BUREAU TO
MIXING SIIAKKS GK.T
GUEST OF ALBUSLIGHT STAY OF Tit I Alt
Denver, Colo., March 19. The case
against C. L. Blackman, fiscal agent,
and Arthur Levan, trustee of the
HELP SHIPPERS
QUERQU E
Lost Hulllon Spanish Mines company,
charged with using the mails to defraud, which was set for preliminary
hearing
United - States ComFormer Railroad Alcn Propose German Consul Stops off In missioner before
Hinsdale today, has been
Indefinitely postponed at the request
of the attorneys for the government,
to Use Knowledge Secured In
City While on Tour
and latter will be brought before the
federal grand Jury at Pueblo, the
of Inspection.
Service For Merchants.
first Tuesday In April. In case an Indictment shall be secured the hearing;
will be continued before Hinsdale.
"The Merchants Rate Shipping BuHerr von Plehn, German consul to
reau" Is the name of a newly or- the United Slates, with headquarters SF.XSATIOVAL INQUIRY
ganized concern, which, using the
INTO 'FRISCO SUPERVISORS
' San Francisco, March 19.
words of .the promoter, ' Mr. L. V. at Denver, arrived on the limited toFoWow-In- g
Mockridge, will use the same clubs ddy and will be the guest of Albuy
the
yesterday,
session
querque
until the departure of train
for the merchants that he and his
laated until midnight, durin
partner In the company, J. A. Smith, No. 10 tonight, when he will leave which
which fifteen of the eighteen memhave been using for the Santa Fe for the west, following his family, bers of the board of supervisor were
which passed through the city on the examined in regard to alleged municiagnlnst them,
"We propose to handle all ship- limited, to California.
pal corruption
graft, the grand
ping accounts for the merchants of
Herr von Plehn was met at the sta- Jury will meet and
again this afternoon.
Albuquerque," said Mi Mockridge, tion by a committee from the Com- It Is expected that numerous
Indict"and we expect to save them money. mercial club composed of Herman ments will be returned.
District AtWo will give the merchant the rates Schweitzer, Otto Dieckmann and Geo. torney Langdon said today that yeson all the roads, and from every L. Hrooks. Luncheon waa served at terday's sessloln was the most sena-tlonwhere. We will show them the the Alvarado, after which the consul
meeting of any inqulttorlal
cheapest routes to ship.
We will and the committee were given a spin body In the history of San Francleo.
show them how losses occur and how about the city by M. W. Flournoy In and one of the most remarkable
to get damages. Mr. Smith formerly his big touring car.
The Interesting meetings for results of any similar
Toheld the position of freight Inspector points In the city were visited.
Investigation In this country.
at the local freight house and I had night Herr von Plehn will be the
It is reported that confessions were
the rute desk, so we are both equip- guest of honor at a dinner given by secured from, some of the supervisors.
ped with all the Information we need Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dieckmann at their
The Schmitz cases were continued
from the railroad side of all prop South Third street home.
today until April 8, In Judge Dunne's,
Tall, broad shouldered, with a wide court,
ositions concerning the shipment of
consent of both sides.
open countenance that Inspires confi- Schmitz by
freight.
declines to make any state"We have secured a large number dence at a glance, the consul is one ment regarding the alleged confession
of accounts already and believe that of those hale and hearty. well met fel- by members of the board of superwe can get every merchant In the lows that one likes to meet. "Don't visors to the grand Jury.
city to let us handle their business. say that I am here on Immigration
Huef Is practically held incommunl-cat- e
There Is a great saving In knowing matters like they did at Santa Fe,"
at the St. Francis hotel.
how to do things and we have the the consul told the reporter with a Higgy refuses to allow any oneKlisor
but
knowledge to get for the merchants friendly smile.
"I'm Just going over his attorney to see him.
of Albuquerque the best possible re- my district on a tour of inspection
sults when It comes to shipping.
that's all."
ht
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COMI'KTK FOR FIGl'RF.
New

SK ATI NO CI I AM PION'SII I P.
York, March 19. The na- -

tlonal figure skating championship of
the Amateur Athletic union will be
held tonight at the St. Nicholas rink.
Irving lirokaw, who won the title
while the event was held under the
auspices of the National Skating association. Is expected to make a fine
showing tonight.
The entries close
with an unprecedented number
of
isplrari ts.

l

K
P. ItOIM.RM AKI .KS II
NO THOUGHT OF STRIKING.
Omaha, Neb., March 19. Keports
that the bollermukers In the shops
along the Harriman roads contemplated a strike Is erroneous so far as
the Omaha shops, the largest upon
the Union Pacific, are concerned, or
any other shops on this road.
It Is
authoritatively given out today by an
olliclal representative of the union
boilermakers of the Union Pacific that
they have no thought of striking.

DYNAMITE IN THE RUINS OF

PRESIDENT

OAS

INTERVIEWS
TODAY
Governor Deneen and President Mellin Talk Rail-

ways With Him.

SINCLAIR'S HELICON RAN

Investigators Claim to Have Evidence of
Incendiarism and Revenge For Fan
cied Wrongs Believed to
Have Been Motive.
19.
Dynamite
New York, March
has been found In the ruins of Helihall, Upton Sinclair's
colony house near Knglewood,
N. J., which was destroyed by lire
early Saturday morning, when one
life was lost and 06 others were Imperiled. It has also been established
by those who are investigating the
fire that at least one Inmate of the
hall was awako and fully dressed In
the building u few minutes before
the fire Btarted, which was about 4
o'clock.
These developments strengthen the
theory already expressed by several
if the more prominent members of
:lie colony that the first was of
origin and that the perpetrators were familiar with the working of the establishment.
A meeting of the. board of governors of the institution with the excep-lo- n
of Mr. Sinclair, who is too ill to
ittend, will be held in Knglewood
his afternoon.
It may be Bald on
he best authority that Hcnsulionul
lc veloiinents
are expected.
of
In the meantime Coroner
lergeu county and Krneat Koester,
lUblie prosecutor of the county, ald-- d
by Chief of Police Titus, have
of
taken charge of the case in

con

Ix-e- s

Washington, March 19. "Governor
lieiiecn und Attorney General Stead
did not come to see me on any political matters nt all," was the substance
the words the president used in
talk with Senator Hansbrough, nT
, th
Dakota, today, when the latter
tasked film about the report that the
' Sutlirdav
:n
th..
uhir
house with the Illinois otliciu is. during which Secretary Tuft and his
brother called, was for the purpose of
launching a boom for Secretary Tuf.
for the presidency.
From authoritative sources it wu.
learned today that the vlsli .if Deneen
and Stead had to do Willi Hie Alton
deal, which figured in tin- - II irnmaii
Investiuatiou
to lull..
HailriMiilcr l.rfu-e- s
President Chillis S. Melliu t, the
New Haven road, before, having his
conference with President Roosevelt
regarding tile railroad nituatiou. hud
ix brief
Interview today with c'halr-ma- n
Kn.ipp of the Interstate ComMellln declined
merce commission.
to make any statement tor puullca-Ho-

the authorities and lucid ntally ut
the request of officials of insurance
companies, which have been Involved
by the tire, although It Is believed
that the motive for the crime, if such
it was, will prove to have been revenge for fancied wrongs from Mr.
Sinclair and not cupidity.
It was late Sunday afternoon that
the dynamite was found und the fact
was kept secret lest it should put
certain persons who are being watched on their guard.
President Mellin of the New 11 ivrn
Charles M. Hilllker. a consulting road wis in conference
with the
engineer, who had been living at president
this afternoon.
Mellin's
Helicon hall for about two weeks, su- visit Is the outcome of a recent
perintending
by
the installation
J. P. .Mm Kin. who sUh'Kesu-of a visit
new boiler, made the discovery.
to ihe president Hint it would be
He was looking for
oflgr t ly to the pu'olie interest if he
articles
value that were lost In tile lire, when would see a iiUMiler of prominent
within a short distance of where the lailway officials as in uhit steps
wreck of the boiler lay, he found a might be taken to allay tile public
stick of the explosive. Mr. Hilliktr anxiety us to the relations between
promptly made a report of the matter Hie railroads and the government.
to Mrs. Kinma Krsklne Halm, financial superintendent of the Institution, Ii: VI II OF At.KIl VltMV
who in the abfcence of Mr. Sinclair
SI IM.KON Gi:F.RI
Washington. March 1st
has taken charge of Its att.ilis since
Prig. Gen.
the tire. Mrs. ll ilul dec led tint It John Mocire. U. S A . died yesterday,
finding
was
of
He
formerly surgeon
would be wise to keep the
hi
the dynamite a secret Tile name of general und was head of the medical
of it'..- - army from 18SH to
the person suspected is known, but li part
c llll'.ol be divult.'.'
ill this time.
I"
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usurped the functions
f said rem-- !
accepted certain
and
mlssioncr
THE EVENING CITIZEN chocks
from said Hopewell as payment for said land.
rsMbkeg
sy Mfl Wsskly fry
Fifth. That on account of the Illeof said transaction,
the said
Tie Citizen Publishing Company gality
commissioner refused, and still remoney
accept
fuses, to
derived
the
I et rwtaffla for tunUria ttueach the from said checks and has refused,
said
and still refuses, to distribute
money to the several terltorlal institution, in behalf of which said lands
were granted by congress and selected by the Vnlted States land commission of this territory.
Sixth. That at the time the governor affixed said seal to ssid deeds
and
delivered the same, he waa not a
FFICIAL PAPCR FOR
member of the board of public lands,
ALBUQUERQUE
CITY OF
that board having been abolished,
and had no official connection with
the disposition of said lands, a
shown by section 4 of the act of
March 16th, 1906, above referred to,
Seventh. That by reason of the
said acts of the governor the territory has been deprived of a large area
of its valuable timber lands at a
totally Inadequate price.
Eighth. That the disposition of
said lands, in the manner herein
mentioned, after the action taken by
the interior department at Washington, was a fraud upon the people of
this territory and Its institutions.
Your committee therefore recommends to this house the passage of a
resolution requesting the district attorney of the Second Judicial district embracing the county of Torrance, in which said lands are situate,
bring a suit or suits against the
Lengthy Document Is Sum to
holders of said lands to set aside and
vacate said deeds on the ground of
marized for Benefit of
the illegality and fraud In their procurement. And we further recomBusy Readers.
mend that similar action be taken in
all similar cases embodied In house
resolution No. 14, which has been referred to this committee.
Respectfully submitted,
MUCH TESTIMONY TAKEN
(Signed)
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Committee Find Governor Lacked
JurisdictionRecovery of Land
by Suit Recommended.
The report and the testimony had
and taken by the house committee

if

I

j
(

which Investigated the connection of
Governor Hugerman with the delivery of certain deeds to the Pennsylvania Development company for
acres of territorial timber land,
situated in the Manzano mountains,
finished its labors and the report and
testimony were submitted yesterday
to the house of representatives. The
report covers twenty-on- e
pages of
typewritten, legal cap paper and the
testimony and exhibits cover 98 more
pages. It took several hours In the
house to read the report and the
testimony. In brief the conclusions
of the committee are principally:
First, that Governor Hagerman acted
illegally and Improperly in the delivery of the final deeds for the lands
named to the Pennsylvania Development company; secondly, that when
the governor found that the entire
transaction was improper and Illegal
no more steps should have been taken
by that official.
Report of Uie Committee
Tour special committee appointed
by the speaker of the house of representatives of tne 37th legislative
assembly of this territory under
house resolution No. 9, "to examine
Into the truth' of certain "alleged unlawful acts" of the governor, respecting the disposition of certain
""tends belonging to this territory, beg
leave to make the folowlng report:
The matters contained In said resolutions as to which your committee
was required to investigate, briefly
stated are as follows:
Whether the governor, without the
knowledge and consent of the commissioner of public lands of this territory, procured from the office of
such commissioner, and delivered to
W. 8. Hopewell, general manager or
agent of the Pennsylvania Development company, certain deeds conveying to said company seven thousand
or more acres of timber lands belonging to the territory, in the Man-san- o
mountains, In the county ot
Torrance, at the price of $3 per acre;
whether said governor, during the
absence of said land commissioner,
also procured from the office of such
commissioner, who under the law is
the custodian thereof, the official seal
of said officer, and unlawfully affixed
such seal to said deeds conveying
said lands; whether at the time of
affixing said seal and delivering said
deeds, the governor accepted from
aid Hopewell a check for a large
amount of money as the price of said
lands, made payable to the governor's order, and afterwards by him deposited to the credit of said commissioner; whether the said commissioner has continuously declined to
accede to the repeated demands of
the governor to distribute the proceeds of said check to the credit of
the several territorial Institutions;
whether said commissioner Is holding the proceeds of said check Intact
as a separate deposit, giving as his
reason therefor thut said lands were
disposed of by said governor In violation of the act of congress, approved
June 21, 1898; whether said lands
had been selected, were defrauded of
their rights by virtue of the low
price at which they were so sold?
Your committee has had under
consideration the mutters submitted
to It under said resolutions and has
examined the following witnesses:
Hon. A. A. Keen, the commissioner
of public lands; Frank W. Shenron,
clerk to said commissioner; Colonel
W. K. Hopewell, Hon. W .C. Ueid,
the attorney general (Jf the territory;
Hon. Morgan o. Llewellyn, the surveyor general of the territory,
and
others, whose teHtlmony Is attached
to this report, and your committee
has also examined a very considerable amount of documentary
evidence, which has been submitted
to It.
(Here follows the muss of testimony, the quotations from the laws,
and the summing up of the facts by
the committee. The report closes
with the following findings:
Finding uiul Hct'oiiiiiH-iidalloii- .
Your committee, from the law and
the facts hereinbefore set forth, make
the following findings:
First. That the Honorable Herbert
J. liagcrmau, governor of this territory, without the consent and knowledge, of the commissioner of public
lands, during the hitler's absence
from his ofiice, delivered to W. S.
Hopewell, in behalf of the Pennsylvania Development company, deeds
covering seven thousand acres or
more of valuable timber lands In the
Manzano mountains, in the county of
Torrance, and Territory
of New
Mexico, for ttie price of three dollars
per acre.
Kecund. That without the knowledge and consent of said commissioner he procured from the office of the
commissioner, who under the law
was the custodian therof, the official
seal of that office and unlawfully affixed bald seal to about twenty-thre- e
deeds coneylng said lands to the
uald W. S. Hopewell and others for
the benefit of said I'enns lvanbt Development company.
Thud. That at the time the said
seal was so uftlxed to s.nd deeds the
said governor was fully aware that
a report had been made by a special
agent of the interior department, disapproving of I lie applications of the
xaid Hopewell and others,
on the
ground that said applications were in
iolatlon of law.
Fourth.
That Hie said (jovernor
7,--
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Well-inform- ed

is to Iwim as to the relative standing and reliability of the leadinpf manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
the uniform quality and x rfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
known to physicians and the
generally that the California l'iff Syrup
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company Las become u guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.
Well-Informe-

d

TRUTH AND QUALITY
appeal to the
in f.Very walk of life and are essential to permanent success and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves th" question of tight
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
to that end and the use ol medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a pimple, wholesome remedy may U- invaluable if taken at the
time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
proM-truthlully the subject and lo supply the one erfect laxative remedy which has won
the appoval of physicians and the wotld-widbecause
acceptance of the
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California l'ig Syrup Co. only.
1 his valuable lemedy has
leen long and favorably known under the name of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-widacceptance as the most excellent of
family laxatives, and as its pun? laxative piinciples, obtained from Senna, are well
known to physicians and the
of the wot Id to be the lest of natural
laxatives,
have adopted the more elaborate name ol Syrup of Figs and Flixir of
Senna- - as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs--anto get its U m ficial effects always
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company - California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call
of
Figs or by the full namt Syrup of Figs and Flixir of Senna as' Syrup ol Figs and
of Senna
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. ami the same hetetolore known by the name
has given
Sy rup of l"ig
satisfaction t millions. The genuine is for sale by all hading druggists throughout
.
the Cuited States in original packages
one
mtlv, the iegul.tr price ot which
is fifty (c uts pt r bottle,
F.very bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary ot Agriculture, at Washington, 1). C, that the temedv is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning ol the Food and Drugs Act, June oth, igob.
Well-Informe-
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The News No pure aruk cough
laws would be needed, if all cough
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure is and has been for 20 years.
The national law now requires that If
any poisons enter Into a cough mixture, it must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should InslBt on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's
labels and
none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but it is said to be by those that
know it best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure, Compare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
other. Sold by all druggists.
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THE LEGGETT & PLATT SPRING
REST ON EARTH. ONLY $S, GUARANTEED TEN YEARS. ECTREIJ.E
11' RN l'l'I'RE CO.. SOLE AGENTS.
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky,

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, F.ngland.

New York, N. V
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for rent

Capltan, N. M., March 19. Next
Mexico City, March 19. The
Friday, March 22, Is the day sot by
are to be exterminated or driven
the supreme court of the territory for to other hiding places, from whence
the execution of Rosario Emilllo, at perhaps they may hustle out from
Lincoln, for the murder of Antonlta time to time to harry helpless setCarrillo, a Mexican girl, two years tlers. Pedro Alvarado. of
of
ago. Several petitions have been for- fered to give ten million Farral.
dollars to
warded to the governor asking for a equip and maintain a regiment of Incommutation of the death sentence to dian fighters to rid Mexico of the
imprisonment for life, the petitions Yaqul. President Dlas has conclud
bearing the signatures of three-fourt- ed to acceDt the regiment unnn con
Occidental Life Building.
of the Jury that tried the case. ditlon that all the officers of the com
The condemned young man is re- mand shall be selected from the Mex
ported to be hording up bravely. His lean army, and that none but Mexl
cell is within earshot of the scaffold cans shall be enlisted in the cam
wihlch is being erected in the prison palgn.
The war department want
yard, and he can hear the din of the to disburse the funds, and this Alva
rado agrees to, but begs Dlas not to
builders' hammers.
Cimer B adwai and
There appears to be at present an insist upon using none but Mexicans.
even chance for a commutation to life Alvarado has received offers from
Imprisonment, or in the event of that many Arlxona and Dakota frontiers
East Railroad Aven.e
falling, sv respite to enable him to men to furnish a company.
have his case again brought before
Colo Phone, Black SO.
the court.
The condemned man CAPTAIN WEN DEL BEIN G
talks little, expresses no opinion,
TRIED BY
K. C. ABROTT
meets throe permitted to visit him
Albany, N. Y., March 19. Captain
UAMON SANCHEZ,
easy
Louis
with
his
smile,
Wendel, 1st battery, is being
answers
former
S. K. ALDR1CH.
l,
in tne negative or affirmative as a tnea touay by
on the SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
FRANK W. BEACH,
questions calls for, never refers to his nnuings of the court Inquiry, which
J AS. W. MULLEN!,
pending doom, and if he entertains has been investigating the charges
Special Committee House Resolutions any
hope his natural reserve pre- against mm of his control of the 1st Full Set of Teeth
Numbers 9 and 14.
vents him showing it.
Yet quiet, battery armory.
The court-martirilling
91.50 np
reserved minds often feel more acute- was ordered by Governor Hughes on Gold
$a
ly than minds that give vent to their the 7th of Marrh, and the following Gold Crowns
POPULAR CARBON CITY
were appointed the personnel of the Painless Extracting
feelings.
50c
The legal status of the case at pres- court: Major Lydecker, 7th regi
ent, as given
a prominent lawyer, ment; Major lie Kelse, squadron C;
YOUNG PEOPLE MARRIED familiar with by
the details of the case, major cocKingnam, jr., 1st regiment ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.
Major Carl, 1st regiment, and CaD
Is as follows:
On the last day of the February, tain Francis D. Culkln, 48th separate
third battalion, Oswego.
evening at the 1907, term of the supreme court of company
On last Friday
Judge advocate,
territory,
decision was handed Major Babcock,
Methodist parsonage
occurred tne the
fourth brigade of Buffalo, Is Judge admarriage of Miss Edna Bailey and uuwn uy aiuuge ranter, joinea in Dy vocate
of the court. Captain Wendel
Mr. Ed Tammony, Kev. Huggett offi the other members of the 'court, af- was
accused of taking and receiving
the decision of the court beciating. Miss Maggie Stokes and Tom firming
or
me pay of certain employes
low,
pari
sentencing
and
Emilllo
to
be
Howard acted as orldesmaid
and
at the 1st battery; of permitting, aidgroomsman, says the McKinley Coun hanged March 22, at Lincoln.
B. P. COPP,
ing,
abetting the sale of intoxicat
On the 8th day of March following
ty Republican. The wedding was
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
drinks and affairs in the ar
complete surprise to all the friends of the decision, Mr. Barber, of Lincoln, ing
Kmilllo's attorney, filed a petition In mory "In express violation of the
the young people. Both Mr. and Mrs. tne
supreme court asking for a re- statute, and of detailing armory emTammony have been raised here and
ployes to perform labor for him at
of the case.
are great favorites with all. The hearing supreme
W. HALETTE IS AP
The
court stands adjourn- his hotel and premises.
bride is a bright, pleasant young wo
man and will make a splendid house ed until August next, and the petition
cannot
MONTANA'S
unHASH
be
BIIJ,
heard before that time,
keeper. The groom is a well respect
CREATES A SENSATION.
ed and Industrious young man and is less the court should meet in the inPOINTED POSTMASHelena, Mont., March 19. All the
sure to succeed in the world. The terim.
The governor has been requested by restaurant keepers and lunch room
young couple have the heartiest good
proprietors
In Montana are up in
wishes ot a large circle of friends for numerous petitions, letters, etc., sign- arms,
and mostly scared to death.
a long and happy life. They will go ed by the best people of Lincoln A
Is
bill
going
to bo put In force
comrty,
TER
to
sencommute
Emllllo's
to housekeeping at the Heaton, where
ATJULPHER
tence to life imprisonment. However, as soon as possible, and the proMr. Tammony is employed.
prietors
are fearful that their help
under the present status of the case,
cannot
be
taught
to
conform to the
and until a death warrant has been
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
in the hands of the sheriff of new order of things without a proOBSERVED IN LONDON. placed
longed
period
of
instruction.
county,
governor
The bill Pensions and Postoffice Tor
Lincoln
the
will Is
London. March 19. The observ
patterned after the old national
or
ance of St. Patrick's day in this city hardly take action, favorable
olemargarine
law,
reon and Tajlque
was along general lines, and was held otherwise, upon these letters and pe- hotels, restaurants, In that it requires
cafes and boardThe better opinion seems to
Sunday.
The Irish flag was flying titions.
ing
post
to
houses
notices
otherand
be
before
that
such action Is taken by
irom many public buildings, special
wise warn customers if any of the
services were held in the Catholic the governor he will await the deter- ingredients
used in the preparation
church, and the shamrock, or some mination of Emllllo's legal rights.
of
hash have been adulterated, prothing representing It, was seen everyThe following changes in nostofflccs
viding
heavy
penalty for violation
a
where. The Irish troops at the vari GREATER LOITISVILLE
the provisions. The keepers of the nave Deen made:
ous garrisons were given a day's
EXPOSITION OPENS. of
Arabella, Lincoln county. Leopold
and restaurants have felt that
Louisville, Ky
leave.
March 19. The hotels was
not a matter to be looked , facneco appointed postmaster.
greater Louisville exposition opened hash
Torreon, Torrance county, discon
too
closely,
into
and
that fastidious
today with a very large collection of persons might
CONGRESSMEN ON PANAMA
easily
some tlnued.
Patrons will be supplied
JAUNT RETURNING HOME. striking exhibits. The display of the qualms upon the subject. have
irom xajique
war department excites much inter
Washington, D. C, March 19.
Mayhill, Otero county, Mr. James
The party of fifty congressmen, who est. It consists of a display of arms
,. urr appointed postmaster.
ENGAGEsailed for Panama to Inspect the work and several pieces of ordinance. The NEVILLI OPENS
Postoftlce
established at Sulphur,
MENT IN NEW YORK.
on the Isthmian canal on March 6, other departments of the government
Sandoval county, and J. W. Malaitte
New York, March 19. Ermele
the treasury, navy and postoffice
sailed yesterday from Colon on the
opens tonight at the appointed postmaster.
return trip. They will arrive in New show a very fine collection of articles Lyric company
Armijo, Bernalillo county, discontheatre.
Nevelli's company
York on the 23rd. They had a fine In their respective lines. The nation- came from
Patrons will be supplied
Vera Cruz in February, tinued.
government has been very generous
time, being abundantly
entertained. al
Albuquerque.
from
played
Boston
in
Majestic
at
the
They took great interest In the canal, In its encouragement of the exposifollowing
on
The
pensions have been
the
4th
of
theatre
March.
The
tion, although the exposition is progiving It a thorough survey.
fessedly an exposition of the city coming week of the engagement of granted:
Antonio Archuleta, Alcalde, by spealone. Much interest was manifested the company In America will be playST. LOUIS IRISHMEN
the machinery began to move ed at the Lyric theatre, Philadelphia. cial act of congress, $12 per month
CELEBRATE ON SUNDAY. when
from
February 25, 1907.
as the result of the president's touchSt. Louis, March 19. The
FESTIVAL OF GAELIC
Lewis 8. Post, Los Cruces, $20 per
of St. Louis celebrated St. ing of a button in Washington.
MUSIC AT SCRANTON. month from February 6, 1907.
Patrick's day Sunday with a banScranton,
Pa.,
March 19. The
Mrs. Sophrona Oerhardt, Puerta de
quet by the
society ASK EXEMPTION OP
a grand concert last Luna, $8 per month from September
Choral
club
held
last night at the Jefferson hotel.
TAXES FOR TEN YEARS. night in honor of St. Patrick's day. 18, 1906.
Governor Mock, of Kansas, was one
Providence, R. I., March 19. The The finest selections sung at Dublin
Romulo Gonzales, guardian of Anof the speakers, others being Attor- taxpayers. In public meeting today
sung by the club, and every- tonio S. Gonzales, minor,
Talpa,
ney General Hadley, of Missouri; Rev. are considering the petition of the were
body enjoyed themselves. There were N. M.. $8 per month, and of $2 per
Father McMenamy. and Frank
Forestdale
Manufacturing company, over two hundred
voices, month extra from September
trained
12,
The date has received the asking that the new brick addition
The club now has a
special sanction of Archbishop Glen-noto be erected by the company at larger roll of membership than It has 1906.
Nieves Angel de Valencia. Las
Over five hundred were pres- Forestdale be exempted from taxation ever had, and Is enjoying remarkable
$8 per month from November 14,
ent at the banquet.
for u period of ten years.
prosperity.
1906.
George W. McCoy, Aztec, $12 per
month from February 12, 1907.
COURT-MARTIA-

i

WANTED.
dining room girl at
hotel.
WANTED Messenger boys.
West
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTED Girl for general housework; family of one.
Call 724
West Copper. Miss Arnold.
More work for
first
wanted
class hand laundry. Lace curtains
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
m wm j ijeras avenue. (Colored
WANTED Girl for general house- worn, uz North Walter street.
Four-roohouse. Ill
South Edith street.
Call its North
i nira.
Uenlleman-- s
second
hand clothing. No. Ell South First
street, south of viaduct Bend ad
Cress and will call. R. J. Sweaney,
proprietor.
loll KENT.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 south Broadway.
FOR RENT A twelve-roomodern
house, unfurnished, at 119 North
irsi street. Call at Rico cafe.
OR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent S09 North Sec- ond street Apply to P. H. Strong,
cottage,
lliSNT A
iuk
wen xurnisnea; also two and three
room flats. Apply lit East Coal
avenue.
.
Trrrr-- .
i
u Ktni
A six room two-stoorick house, corner of Seventh
treet and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
an cnampion Grocery, 624 West Tl
jem.i avenue.
ruu
KENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
WANTED

Don't
always
how
think
cheap
you can get them.
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
yon tan always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

Pedro Alvarado. the Peasant
Mine Owner. Offers This
Sum for This Purpose

M Alien
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

drugs

YAQUIS

Hanging Is Set for Friday-Penaltfor Murdering

TUESDAY,

When You Need

TO KILL OFF

EUIILLIO

POINTS

IN REPORT Oil

OK TEN

POT OP FOR

M

it;

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBTJQTTEKQUE

"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
cold or the grippe when taken early
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds ns well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mail you samples and a book on colds
free, If you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
colds with Preventlcs and stop pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c boxes by
all druggists.
Rut Ik) They?
I'l'oii thf stump h tells the crowd
He'd luve to do them good;
He'd Inlx.r nil his life for them
Most Kindly, m he would,
lint when at last he gets a Job
H doesn't go to work.
Instead, he In yx his duties on
A hungry-lookin- g
clerk.
Hi secretary writes the specie h
lt.v which he wins applause,
A corporation often shapes
His notion of the laws.
He doesn't do a thing, nor does
He ever earn a cent,
And yet you'd think it very hard
To he so prominent.
Washington Herald.
Found at Last.

J. A. Harmon, of Ltzemore, West
Va , says: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of othrs

typhoid
mulcted with
liver and
chronic constipation, will say: take
0ar-untee- d
Dr. King's New Life Pills."
satisfactory.
25c at all

m

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

I.OAKS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattelsj
also on SALARIES AND WAR.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
ana as mgn as $zo. Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Oooda remain In rear
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call aad
ee lis before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parte of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bid.
West Railroad Ave.
IllPRIVATE
OITICI8.
M
Open Evening.
,j
On

.

MONEY

TO

LOAN

m

nve-roo-

We have about 98,000 to Umm la
sums of 91,00 or leas on real efnte
warily at 8
oeat Mr ne.

pr

j

m

ry

POR TERFIELD CO.
219 West Gold

m

j. r:

Laiiny.

ir,i i 1'ieasani rront room
with bath and electric light. Well
man.
$3 per week.
810 South
Arno street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
i.uu per week ana up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping
$1.00
iier wee ana up, lurnlshed with
stove and cooking utensils
and
msnes.
ine Minneapolis House,
street, Albuquer
souin
second
oii
que, N. M.
I'OR SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow. will be
rresn soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR KALK Th. ontiV.
f.nii '
Including 6 -- hole Jewel range, at 700
rouin Arno.
ou SALE At a sacriflc. type
writer; gooa as new; must be sold
for cash only.
Address Hard up.
e.re r.iuzen .omce.
. 7
r. , . . ... . . ,
tne -variety ' yon
Miiti
will And fineaihome made bread, Sc
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup and other good things
fwojuj noine maae. r'none Tie.
Aran St
"". UOWTIB. 6UH (South
"

rn
For

.

saLE the

property on Mountain road, first
nouse west of acequla, near Six
teenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
LOST
LOST Between the tracks and the
tjoinen Rule store, a $10 bill.
inaer return to Citizen office and
receive reward
FOU..D.
FOUND Pocketbook containing one
nu a minion dollars, between city
mm iiarwooa industrial school.
Owner may have sam bv Identifv.
Ing property and paying for this
uu.

inos iiarwooa.

At.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Jr

ATTORNEY

M. Bond.

AT LAW

F.8t,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Pensions,
copyrights.
caveats,
trade marks, claims.
. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. A1h,,n-.- ..
que. N. M. Office, First
National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
AT
taw
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
"
DENTISTS.
iana patents.
letter patents,

R. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 2 and . Barnett hmisi..
,toreNv,e10Rie"y'!, .dru
made by aalL
Edmand J. Alger, D. . &
-

No.

hours.

$06 Railroad

in

pni
smA

ii sk

a. m., to 12:$0 p. m.;
to 6 p. m. Both phones. l:$o
Appointments made by mall.
P. m.

W. M. SHERIDAW. M n
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho888. Albuaueraue. v. nr
BR. R. Ii. Hi'srr
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Frequency Electrical Currant di.h
uermiciae.
Treatments given eacb
uay rrom S a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance, Both phones.

ne

6-- 8,

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 816.
Colo.. Red
A. BORTtlCTtfi-

-

lis

For catarrh, let me send vou free. Commerclal Club bulldimr.
or White hearse, $6.
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It is
"'
ARCHITECTS
snow white, creamy, healing anti
septic balm that gives instant relief
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
to catarrh of the nose and throat nett building, Albuquerque,
Jf. M.
Make the free test and see. Address com pnones.
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
civil engineer:
J. R. FarweU.
BANKRUPTS PETITION FOR
Room 28. N. T. Armijo building.
DISCHARGE.
In the Matter of O. A. Burtner, Bank
NOTARY PUBLIC- Trupt. In Bankruptcy.
To the Honorable Ira A. Abbott As
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
sociate Justice of the Supreme
117
Court of the Territory of New Mex- West Gold avenue.
ico and Judge of the Second JuJ. S. UAGLEY
dicial Court thereof:
O. A. Burtner. of Albuaueraue. In
Accountant.
the county of Bernalillo and territory
Books checked up. small seta of
ot ixew Mexico, in eald district, re- pectiuiiy represents that on the 24th books kept up; grocers',
butchers'.
day of February lost, he was duly
and physicians' books looked after
bankrupt under the acts of and collections made. Able corps of
congress relating to bankruptcy; that assistants. Rooms
44, Barnett block.
ne nas amy surrendered all his prop- rty ana ngnts or property, and has HAIR DRESSER AND CIUROPO- fully complied with all the requireDIST.
ments of said acts and of the orders
of the court touching his bankruptcy.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor-j-. No.
wnererore ne prays that he muv ba 09
Railroad avenue. Is pre
decreed by the court to have a full paredWest
to give thorough scalp treat- discharge from all debts provable
ent, do hair dressing, treat corns.
against his estate under eald bankrupt acts, except such debts as are bunions and ingrowing nails. She
excepted by law from said discharge. gives massage treatment and maniMrs. Bambini's own prepara
Luea mis Marcn tn, A. D. 1907. curing. complexion
tlon of
O. A. BURTNER,
cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexBankrupt.
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In
Order of Notice Thereon.
jurious. She also prepares a hair
Territory of New Mexico.
tonic that cures and prevents dan- In the District Court of the Second ruff and hair falling out; restoret
udiclal Dtotrict, sitting for the trial life
to dead hair; removes moles.
nd hearing of causes arUlng under
arts and superfluous hair. Also a
the Constitution and Laws of the
face powder, a freckle cure and plni- United States.
e cure ana pile cure. All of these
On this 16th day of March. A. D.
1907, on reading the foregoing ootl- - preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vition. it is
Ordered by tha court that a hear brator machine for treatment of
ing be had upon the same on the 2nd scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It
day of April, A. D. 1907. before said Is also used for rheumatism, pains
court at Albuquerque, New Mexico, In and massage.
said district, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon; and that notice thereof be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
published in The Albuquerque Evening Citizen, a newspaper printed In Department of the Interior,
Land Ofsaid district, and that all known cred
iice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
itors and other persons in Interest
28,
Feb.
1907.
may appear at the said time and
Notice is hereby
that Vicente
place and show cause, if any they Herrera, of Chllili, given
N. M., has filed
ave, why the prayer of said petition notice of his Intention to make
final
tlve-yeMould not be granted.
proof in support of his
It is further ordered by the court, claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
that the clerk shall send by mall to
made December 31, 1901, for
all the known creditors copies of said the the .sKVi swi and lot 6. Sec. 6,
petition and this order, addressed to and NEH NWi; and lots 1 and 2.
them at their places of residence as see. 7. Township 8 N, Range 7 E,
and that said proof will be made bestated.
Witness the Honorable Ira A. Ab fore H. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Combott, Associate Justice of the Supreme missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
ourt of the Territory of New Mexico, April 5, 1907.
and Judge of tho Second Judicial Dis- - to He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence uprlct Court thereof, and Judge of the
said Court, and the seal thereof, a. on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Francisco
Garcia. Lus Martin, Au-- r.
lbuiiuerque, in ald district, on the
lio Rh and Ignaclo Herrera. all of
16th day of March, A. D. 1907.
N.
M.
I'liilili.
JOHN VBXAHI.K.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
(SEAL.)
Clerk
o
Register.
There will be a regular meeting of
Worked Like a Charm.
.
o
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
Denver, Colo., March 19. 1907.
pley Journal, the Enterprise, Louisa, Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
says: "I ran a nail in niv foot received here until 11 o'clink a.
in..
ist week and at once applied Buck- - March ."., 1U07, and then
onem-for
n s Arnica Sralve.
No inllainination the purchase from the United flutes
illowed; the halve simply healed the of standing timber on the
Fort Win-gatwound." Heals every sore, burn and
New Mexico, Military Reservakin disease. Guaranteed
at all tion, approximately estimate, i ;,t
ealers. J5c.
board feel.
The trntier l
be removed under substantially the
regulations governing Kimihir suies by
VrillluniK' Indian Pilr the Department
of Agriculture.
cuie IlilliA
Complete information and blank
E SDr.
IU'hillg
a:iU
llles. it ulisori' t he tutuorj bids will be furnished ni application
Hiluja the tubing tit .'.mi, ui'U to the undersigned or to quartermastKiiilii, e. irv,
ad
instant reFort Wingute. U. S. reserve the
a l,ef.
iliiums'lniloiii l'.leO.ot- ter.
lr.
ii
right to accept or reject any or all
ha
U
ment Hjire luirt for 11 ami
nf ih promo t.;irtn Kwry box it bids or any art thereof.
Envelopes
v .,riur ;ri. jiv rtru.'tfi'-tRl y tini'l on
containing bids to be marked "Pro-- P
,
t of imt
rt uts ami CI. nil. u.',: llhc
wills
for
Timber
on
Fort Wlngule,
MANUFACTURING CO.. i'rop..
l. velui.J. im,.
N. M.. Reservation, " and addressed,
FOR SALE BV S. VANN ft ON.
Col. c. A H McCauley, C. Q M.

ri.i.
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Pita THXtCat.
which this country attracts th
young blood of Canada Is shown by
a recent class of engineers which was
graduated from McOill university. In
Toronto. At tho close of the term
twenty-on- e
young men were given
diplomas, and nineteen of them left
Immediately to accept positions which
were waiting them In various parts of
the United States. The Canadian is
so little different from the American
that there is no reason for regarding him aa a foreigner.
To the
American church Canada has given
Bishops Fowler and Berry, of the
to science. Dr.
Methodist church;
William Osier; to journalism and literature, James Creelman, Charles G.
D. Roberts, and Acton Davles; to the
stage,
Clara
Morris,
K.
James
Hackett, Robert Mantell, and many
others.
In

ENGLISH IN OUR
AMERICAN
LIFE
British Stock Has Furnished
All But Two of the

DID HEIGHT

MANIA DRIVE

GIRL TO

13-STO-

JUMP?

RY

"

I
'

Is to clean up stock once

TTTrSi

a

mm'mmvmmi

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

aaaaaaa

a,.

l

..

yearly and open season
with new goods.

,

ixfmjBwmMffll

The Name

Once, when I was driving through
the country districts In French Que-be- s,
noticed many houses whose windows were boarded up and abandoned.
Each time I BRked my driver
"CANAwhat had become of the occupants,
SIMILARITY
he replied laconically:
to
"Gone
Lowell." The movement of this class
to the mill towns of New England
DIAN AND AMERICAN has been going on steadily for years.
They are so numerous In many places
that they are the balance of power
In the elections.
While they have
practically crowded the native popuCreeks Well Spoken of But They lation
out of the factories. In all
be
likelihood they themselves will
Do Not Take to Farming. Precrowded out by cheaper Italian.
Armenian, and Syrian labor in a few
ferring City Life.
years.

Presidents.

w

i

.

"

'

'

f

Urn. CHAPLIN

f

i

to.
WfL.

.
and pride are the most
Thrift
(By Fivdorlo J. Raskin.)
marked characteristics of the Greeks
Mont Americans
nre descended who are pouring into the United
from Rngllsh forefathers,
and de- States each year. In proportion to
spite the twisting of the lion's tall, their numbers they send more money
and other occasional political and home than any other nationality,
social evidences of Anglophobia, the having Increased the amount sent by
Kngllsh are not looked upon as other postofflce money orders from
0
foreigners In the United States. Of
to $650,000 In one year. This
the three millions of Americans In proves thrift. They are all proud
the colonies when Independent gove- of the "glory that was Greece." Step
rnment-was

J

kai
U(w

i

II

I

$230,-00-

established, all but naif
a million were English or of English
stock. The Kngllsh language, with
Improvements, Is the American language. English laws are American
laws. The constitution looks to English precedents, and every one of our
state constitutions comes from the
same source. American literature cannot be separated from English literature, and even England does not attempt a distinction.

t

,

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

'

X

for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

'

7

g
Into one of the Greek
parlors, to be found In almost every
city, and you will find that these
poor, badly dressed, Ignorant looking boys know the story of Leonl-da- s
A ""
and his Spartans, of Alexander
and his conquests, and of Marco
Bozarrls and his ally. Lord ryron.
Aside from the quarrels which projs -- -'
ceed from their violent tempers, they
are orderly and
CJKRTUmrc HARNISH. CINCIN NAT! STENOGRAPHER, WHO DF.
and
soon become good Americans.
KKATKLY OPENED WINDOW I N
The
MOOM AND JUMP- Greeks do not care to farm, and are ED OCT.
In the history of our country the seldom found outside of our cities.
Special Correspondence.
thirty Inches preclude uny theory o
English names are most numerous
Cincinnati,. O.. March 18. Did an
and Illustrious.
Of our twenty-liv- e
One dosen't often meet a Manx uncontrollable Impulse to leap from acciaeni.
miss Harnish
had often told
presidents, fifteen have been of di- man, but It is nevertheless a fact that a high spot, "height
drive irienas,
reel I must Jump from
i
rect Kngllsh stock, beginning with ten per cent of the population of the Miss Gertrude Harnish, mania."
stenographer my cnair ana leap from that win
Washington and ending with Cleve- nine ime oi man nas movea to can- - or mis city, to leap to
death from uow." Far of becoming a victim
land. It Is worthy of note that all ada and the United States In the last the 13th story of an her
building. of the great white plague made her
office
but two of the presidents have come fifteen years. In this country they Her father and mother think so.
aesponaent at times.
from British stock, either English, scatter about, a family here and anThe elevator operator in the buildtne left no message except this
Scotch. Irish, or Welsh. The two other there, so that they are quite ing In which she was employed notic- j'"cui,
in ner purse:
exceptions. Van Buren and Roosevelt, lost among all the others. At Cleve- ed that Miss Harnish was unusually "Say noluunu
'welcome' when I come.
were Dutch In the paternal line, but land. Ohio, however, there Is a Manx cheerful when he took her up. BeSay
not
'farewell
I go
both Scotch In the maternal line. To colony of several hundred house- fore he had returned to the ground For I come not when when
I come
enumerate the English names which holds, and it Is the only American floor her crushed body was being
And I go not when I go.
stand out In the history of the re- city where this queer tongue of picked up from the sidewalk.
For a welcome ne'er I'd give you
public would be to set down the Greeba may be heard spoken on the had deliberately jumped from She
the
And farewell would never say.
names of at least three-fourtof streets.
window. A four-foledge outside In my heart I'm always with you,
the men whose fame has made the
the window and the sash opened only
Always with you every dav."
glory of America In statecraft, war,
The area of Japan suitable for
and letters. Comparatively few Eng- agricultural purposes is equal to
lish are coming to the United States about one-thiof the state of Illinow, the yearly Immigration being nois, and for this
reason she must
about 60,000, and they are almost either have colonies or permit the UNITED STATES BUILDING BALLOON "NO.
Immediately
by the immigration of some of her popula
assimilated
Among the tion. The Japs are taught religious
American population.
CHAPLINnative Englishmen
who are now tolerance as a necessary characteris
holding high political office In this tic, each person being required to
ENGINE
IN
KNOWN
WAR
country may be mentioned J. J. Jen-kln- worship one day each year in a tern
member of congress from Wis pie of faith not his own. It is argued
consin, end chairman of the im
this training will make them
portant judiciary committee; Senator that
more amenable to American Influ
OF ARMY OFFICERS loons of like size and type. No. 1
George Sutherland,
of Utah, and ences, and that they will possibly COMPANY
win soon be ready, and it will be
AND AN EXPERT AERONAUT "inppea
Representative William Lorlmer, of assimilate better man the Chinese.
bi once to Fort Omaha, Ne
Chicago.
AT
WORK
OX
IT AT WEST braska. which is now officially
There are now 40,000 Japanese In
deslg
as
nated
POINT
an aerlul station of the Uni.
California, and 80,000 in the HaSECRET
FEATURES
Andrew Carnegie Is the best known waiian Islands. The men who emlarmy.
led
States
The work Is being
GUARDED I1Y SECRET SERVICE
of the native Scots who are now grate irom japan are usually of a
done by Leo Stevens, the Inventor
MEN.
Americans. He came to the United picked class, young, ambitious, and
and aeronaut of New YnrU ivtx,
States as a penniless boy, and Is now eager to learn Industrial work. It is
The new balloon is unlike any of
me second richest man In the world hard to tell what percentage comes Special Correspondence.
mc umera mane ror the United
He has given away more money than with the idea of remaining, or how
ssew York, March 18. If there Is States army, and slsa differs from
any other man In history. Another many look upon their experience here a. war wun
ine types used by the armies of for
japan or any other pow- eign
Scot, born In the shadow of the home as an education to better fit them for er, keep your
countries, it is not clgar-sha- p
eye on "No. 10."
California Senate kills anti-figof Robert Burns, Is James Wilson, future operations at home.
ed,
and is not to be steered by pro
'No. 10" is the first balloon, other
secretary of agriculture.
He Is the
pellers
or rudders. 8o Far Uncle bill 24 to 11.
Biauonary,
inmi
Uncle
that
Sam
has
only one of McKlnley's cabinet ofIt is said
in one of the mln used for his army and "No. 10" wtll Sam's balloons have been captive
ficers who has held onto his seat at Ing towns ofthat
Webster City. la., minister has
the Colorado Fuel and figure along with the numbers of Ullr uwiui oniy io study the post opened
the presidents council table until Iron company
a church bowling alley.
every means was tried regiments with divisions of cavalry tlon of the enemv.
this day. Alexander Graham Bell, to keep the Slavs from
10
No.
will fill its capacious lungs
butchering and artillery in the future history
me inventor 01 tne telephone, was goats in me parlors of their
nyuogen
gas.
Race
between
Sweet Maria and Ma
of the United States.
"mi
it will weigh 1
born In Scotland. The late Speaker and to keep the Italians from homes.
iuo pounds and have a lifting ca Jor Delmar planned for next fall.
A company of officers are superHenderson, of the national house of their bathtubs for coal bins. using
pacuy or a ton. Such an unusual
The vising the building of this new war lifting
representatives, came from Scotland sorely tried sanitary officer was concapacity is said to have been
Lou Drill,
machine on grounds of the mintam
catcher. 4s
when a boy. Nine presidents of the templating a regulation to provide academy,
requirea
Decause or the war depart-"nwntt- 's mailing so much money at law he
and experimenting
with
United Htates boasted of Scotch blood. for compulsory baths when a car- other balloons
dntentions
of
quit
hus
baseball.
same time. In with
Robert E. Lee, of Virginia, was de load of Japanese workmen came. order that No. at10theshall
be strictly sives. bombs and other heavy exploscended from Robert Bruce, king of The first
thing the Japs demanded up to dute and formidable when
That's a hot light between Durni
An.
Scotland. Washington Irving was of was proper bathing facilities.
From No. 10 the army will be able ana trMrien as to which will get
Ished.
tne
scotch parentage, and the list of his delighted health officer not onlv The
to
drop
deadly
lis
bom
The new balloon will have some
re
into the camp most press nonces.
successors In American journalism surrected long unused tubs, but had
enemy.
of
the
Experts
distinct
believe that
which are as vpt
who are or the same blood includei a swimming rool built for their use. a secret. features
uus win revolutionize the art of modThat thev sr.
Wolter, a red recruit, is considered
James Gordon Bennett, Henry Wat He was overjoyed
ern
finding
more
warfare
ceo- - is shown by the fact
at
completely
a
than any one or tne best outer gardeners that
that
secret other device used.
terson, Whltelaw Reld, Arthur Bris- pe who knew the practical definition service men
nas come from the coast.
bane, and John R. McLean. The St of cleanliness. I am told that In tne loon and allowareonlyguardlnar the hni.
No. 10 will
a capacity of 78
Andrew's society, of New York, U west the railroads are seriously con ly Inspect the parts. officers to close- 000 cubic feethuve
gas,
of
und
the
net
Ihey say McGraw Is bltinr nails
152 years old, and nearly every stata sidering the employment of Japanese
ting over it will weigh 286 pounds. into
The government is spending
0
small pieces over the defection
has a Scottish-America- n
organizaas train dispatchers, Pullman porters,
on
10 and two other hni. It will be 66 feet in diameter, and or Howerman and Donlln.
No.
tion.
dining-ca- r
the cur will be six feet long, five feet
boys, etc., because luey
are so neat, quick, and reliable.
ana rour and one-hafeet high
Jack Palmer. Knsllsh heavvwelirhL
The few Scots who come to this
is In training at Itlackwood. N. J . In
country nowaduys do not settle in
Tottor,
Salt Rheum and Eczema.
treaty
was
not
It
1887
until
the
of
colonies, but rapidly amalgamate that the Chinese emperor recognized
xnese are diseases for which nope or getting a nght with O Drlen
themselves with the Americana This
Chamberlain's
Salve
Is
nnio,i
right of any one of his subjects
Young Corbett and Jimmy Bnitt at
was not so in the old uays when the the
quic-Kianays the Itch
u
immigrate or change his residence.
..uuuic
ng
frontier was beset wUh dangers. 10
and smarting and soon effects i iteno, March 25 for SIC. 000. is the
nerore
thing
canl- a
then
such
a
wbb
Companies of Scotch people, armed tal offense. When they dually came
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by imesi ngm dream.
with good rifles and Bibles, and ac- here they proved efficient servants.
Jn the eight years Iteaumont Dlaved
by Presbyterian miniscompanied
were also In demand In railroad
wun misuurg ne was In 874 games.
ters, broke over the Alleghentes Into and
'
building and ranch work. One emiI
the western wild. Many of these nent man who has arisen from this
made 1,287 hits and 765 runs, lie
goes to .Boston thla year.
colonist were from the Carolines, race in our
country
Dr.
is
Le
Po
and In Tennessee and Alabama and Tai, of Los Angeles, who succeeded
Mississippi they are found today
Philadelphia Nationals must not be
,
Til
an
iWw
eminent uncle In the practill Scotch, still Presbyterian and tice equally
superstitious. There were thirteen of
of
Dr. Tal sometimes
till unafraid.
From such settle- has 150medicine.
them
who took the trlD by boat to
patients a day. and his in
ments as these have come the
iruining quarters at Savannah.
come Is between $60,000 and 170.000
and Frlersons,
without a year.
a
which names the history of American
Tom 8harkey says he has a brother
Presbyterians cannot be written. A
n Ireland whom he is going to bring
The Finns were quite content to
century old, each of these little trans- stay
iver io anocK ine Dioeks ore the pres
planted Drumtochtys holes to Its old wipedin their own land until the czar
ent neavy weigni aspirants.
out their constitution, enacted
traditions, the marriages are with ftringent
laws, and made life genScots, and the blood Is kept pure.
American Association opens Anrll
erally unbearable for them.
Many
Welcome to as many of these
17 und clows September 18. St. Paul
to America, but England rea" at
m m
g
people as will started
pens
at Toledo. Milwaukee at Co
lized their adaptability, though only
cornel
lumbus, Minnesota at Indianapolis,
one man in every 1,200 of them can
Kaunas City at Louisville.
read and write, and diverted
Our neighbor of the north.
the tide of their Imlgration
to Australia
f.ilr Dominion of Canada, sends us und
Itlieumatic Palus
own colonies. During
the
thousands of her sons each year. It past her
Chamberlain's Pain Ualm reMavas
Croa-tian- s
years
fifteen
colonies
of
is said there are more Canadians on
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
Slavonians from southern
this side of the boundary than there Austriaand have
and rest possible, which Is al.ne
been established In
are In the Dominion. The manner southern California,
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
in Oregon, and
Ksq., now 84 years of age.
Crocker,
In the coal HelUs
of Pennsylvania
A
nd for twenty years justice of the
with great success. There is also
I
peace at MortlnRburg. Iowa, sas:
a colony of Dalmatians In California.
t
I am terribly afflicted with arlatle
.K
my left arm and
heumatlsm
In
In
The Portuguese
the United
Ight hip. I have used threa hni.
States came chiefly from the
les of Chamberlain's Pain ifalnj and
Cape Verde and Azores IsOld me lots of good."
For aula
lands, settling in many of the New
by
all druggists.
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und clothes are ulways neat and
news.
tlie
more serious sickness. It is far
clean.
With the exception of the
better to get u bottle of tho
Chinese, the Levantines aro hardest
Ritl-i-at once, and let It
io assimilate.
They have a cunning
your
make
stomach strong and
that encourages suspicion and love
healthy again ami restore the
of Intrigues.
This Is racial rather
appetite.
than personal, as they come of a people who have known centuries of subBakH tmrt pd1c. with mma moi!i. hHn
jection, and whose very existence was
prumut relief lor ( on.tu.atii.n. W uh
hr.
cnarw all what t.rea.l will hav th wine rdtsct.
maintained through the means of
Kluru un.innbl.-dljthese unenviable traits.
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EAST TO REACH.

RELEIVES PAIX.
BCTLDS CP THE SYSTEM.

Hot
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CURES RirEUMATISSr.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
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has a
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and for making sickly people
well.
Then there is a record
of f3 years of cures back of It.
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world-wid-
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Saved Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother In the little
town of Ava. Mo., is Mrs. S. ltuppee.
She writes: "One year ag my son
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physic-tuwas, untitle to help him; when, by our
druggist's advice I began giving him
Dr. King's New Llscov.-ry- ,
and 1
soon noticed improvement.
I kept
this treatment up for a few week
when he was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily bince a; carpente
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
SOo und H 00.
Trial bottle free.
Subsei-ib-
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Machine

Works

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars- Shaft
Ings. Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal;
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Fronts for Buildings.
.
Rmomlrm on Mlnlnm mart dm lit u..kj
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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"Paw, what's a state of turmoil?'

(Itjr (Ycilla A. liolzoam.)
"I tell you, Mary, I cannot afford It, and

66

99

that's all
"Kentucky."
there is to It."
Yes,
what has become of Leslie
EXPRESSION OF PEOPLE'S WILL .
John Hrent unfolded his evening paper and held was ti u. or M. or UShaw?
The Indifference of the voters In nald to be the chief it under the light, which was shaded to an artistic
"Ho
everything Is going up."
cause of our governmental trouble.
Is there not. dimness by many ruffle
of crepe paper. His wife
"Everything but the airships."
though, (food reason for Indifference on the part of tho brought her hand down upon the piano keys in a
Hut let it be understood that Regis
voters? Our governmental machinery gives the voters crashing discord that made him shiver and set hit Post,
governor of Porto
An opportunity to Cipro
their wlnhes only by Indirec- teeth. Presently she seated herself In a low chair at uico, istheno new
stick.
Public policies are fteclared by parlies. In many tho other side of the table, the soft light falling full
tion.
There s a shortage of kindling
causes (he men named to carry out these policies are upon her pretty, petulant face as she bent over her
wooa in .New York. What's the mat
known to be hostile to them. Often this situation Is not fancy work.
tpr with the Sunday
supplements?
known to (he mass of the voters.
They have been
John Brent forgot that he had been reading the
Richard Mansfield's physicians have
fooled so often that they become distrustful of all political editorials and looked over the top of the paper
ordered him to abandon his role of
promises and all candidates.
Finally the voters drift it his WIN.
l'eer Oynt. They must have witnessed
Jnto three classes one which says "Jt'a no use," and
makes you want a diamond ring, Mary?" a penormance.
"What
abandons effort, a second which becomes so angered fc3 he nsked, gently.
"Have you ever read "A Cigaret
to be ultra-radicand thus defeats Its own object.,
matters
Romance?'"
eyes
brightened.
Her
blue
She
thought
was
he
leaving the third class, which Is too often actuated by
"No.
I don't care for college boy
relenting.
stones.
elfish motives, in the saddle.
"Why, I've wanted one all my life. When I was
These evils are largely the result of the growth of
Lent has no horrors for the people
the country in wealth and population.
When there a little bit of a girl I had one with a glass set, and
cny. j nere was
1
grew too old for that I used to dream of the somethingAncient
doing socially there every
were few great cities, the New England town meeting, when
i.ini weeK.
lther in fact or In principle, enabled communities tJ time when I would be old enough to be engaged so
become informed and to know better the character of that my lover would get me one."
"This drop In stocks is a surprise
their representatives.
With the growth of cities and
"You should have chosen a richer lover," said her to me."
could you expect? With all
populations less homogenous, the opportunities for pub- husband with a tinge of bitterness. "Toung hardware Ihe"What
wafer that's in them, a little drop
lic discussion and concerted action have largely disap merchants can't quite go at the diamond ring pace."
shouldn't surprise you."
peared.
On the other hand, the enormous Increase in
His wife hardly heard what he said: she stretched
Cleveland woman says she finds
wealth and the great public Interests have organized a iMmpled white hand out across the table and was It Adlfllcult
to run her house 011 915,-00- 0
the selfish elements in the community.
a year. Millions of women In
admiring it.
way
peo
must
country
this
be
Some
found that will enable the
have the same dlfllrultv
"See!" she said, with a flash of coquetry. "it's
principally because they can't get
ple to express their will directly upon public questions
pretty
enough
tn
115,000.
for
diamonds,
UurIsn't
It?
Mrs.
That
Jf each year the people of a city or county or state
were offered the opportunity to express their Judgment rows on Tenth street has hands that are big and red.
Not Our a Voter.
Miss Sammle Cox, who has been
upon two or three of the most vital questions affecting She has one diamond as big as a robin's egg almost,"
visiting
at
Panther Creek, has returnI
"Perhaps
you
so
you
haven't told
fully ed
that
their interests, undoubtedly it would Immensely stlmu
home.
late The interest of the voters in public affairs.
The understand, Mary," he said after a minute. "You're a
Miss Katie Ijindrum returned to
tudy of these questions would have great educational good deal of a child about somo things, and you don't Princeton
today, accompanied
by
Teddie Key. Maylleld (Ky.)
value.
The young people, fresh from, our schools, think. Hut business is bad not mine only, but every Miss
Monitor.
would again with rest enter the lists. No one doubts one's. There's that new store here a branch of the
Miss Willie Pollard, of Cadiz,
Is
that If the Oregon plan for electing United States sen big one In the city, and they are cutting prices mur- visiting friends in the city. Hopkins-vill- e
(Ky.) New Kra.
tors had been In general use that the Lnited States derously. And we have heavy expenses, too. I don't
AUTOMATIC
acnate today would be more representative of the pub know how, but we manage to eat and drink and wear
Is announced that In order tj
It
lie will than It is.
Franchises and other matters that almost more than we can pay for. And then there prove there are some respectable
affect every community could then be dealt with by was the hospital bill, and the doctor's It took months men In Pittsburg,
the chamber of
commerce of that city will have a
to pay that."
the people.
parade of twenty-fiv- e
men of un"I suppose you wish it had been a funeral bill," tarnished reputations.
The direct primary and the Initiative and refer
Hush! This
may be only a scheme of the railend urn may not be the final goal that their advocates said Mary, sulkily.
to
roads
a
draw
to
cnwJ Pittsburg.
believe, but they are steps In the right direction. They
"Mary! Don't you dare to say such a thing again
will enable Ihe people to express more directly and cer as long as you live! You shall not twist my meanA Kipling In Allx'rtit.
tainly their will upon matters of vital Interest to them ings In that way. Can't you be a little
"Pete" Johnson, on his way home
reasonable?
last
Wednesday night from the hotel,
Then you decided that the house was too shabby to
fell
down the well behind
be lived in, though the things we had bought when we John headlong
L. Morton's new
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
nnd
were married seemed very fine to us at the time and was drowned. His corpseresidence
was not disHenry Clews, in his Financial Itevlew for last .Sa- Is wasn't so very long ago."
covered until tho following morning,
when Olga Nethersule, the Swede serturday, tells us that the shrinkage In stock values In the
"We were awfully green," she said.
vant, went to draw a bucket of water.
last six months has been estimated at the enormous sum
This shocking occurrence him crnnt- "Well, you've got over the greenness."
ly inconvenienced Mr. Morton, who
of between 1,700 and 2,000 millions of dollars. He acJohn Brent spent wakeful, uneasy night, but by had not only to haul out the body,
knowledges that while Europe likes our securities, the
but empty the well as well, his famleading financiers over there are very much prejudiced morning ho thought he had found a solution. He ate ily
having expressed an unwillingness
against our high finance methods. He thinks that th3 his lonely breakfast Mary never got up to breakfast to drink water
a la Pete. Mr. Morany
more
ton
and went down town early. During the
proposal of legislation so vitally affecting railway man
hired two men to do the work,
which
is
said to have cost him all of
agement nas naturally had an unsettling effect; but he forenoon he went over to the office of Jim Reade, the
Albuquerque, New Mexico
$5. Mr. M.
no expense to stand
adds:
"These proposed reforms would have been most prosperous attorney In the town, and his best in the way allows
when there is work to be
friend.
two
were
The
closeted In the consulting room done. Tho well, at last accounts, is
neither possible nor probable had it not been for past
misdeeds.
The responsibility should, therefore, be for over an hour, and as he came out into the reception tilling up rapidly. Mr. M., it will be
remembered, was our village overplaced upon the authors of the latter and not upon room John said: "I'll take good care of it, Iteade, seer
until ousted by
Laurler govthose who are taking the initiative In placing American and bring it back tomorrow. The fact that you aren't ernment. Mldnapore the(Alberta)
Just shut up your eyes and close fold
Gayour hands
railroads and corporations upon a higher plane and married makes it easier. I wouldn't want any other zette.
J. D. EakiTi, President
"'
woman to know."
MMnH
Your hands like the leaf of a rose
beyond criticism."
Cams. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Qloml, Vice President.
we will go sailing to those fair
And
Homily
In
March.
O. Bacheclil, Treasurer,
In a recent editorial, somewhat along this same
As soon as he got to the store he went straight She has brilliant orbs, I wot.
lands
line, the Duluth
takes the position that into his private office and called up the police station. And I trust that you will not
That never an utlas shows.
Think me cheeky
. the purpose of thlB whole movement to depress the mar-- Within a few moments a detective whom John Brent
If I make bold to surmise
ket Is that the resulting scare may Influence the legis- knew well passed through the store and into the little That
011 the north and
west they are
".
it hurts the finest eyes
Success ore to
;
latures now in session In so many of the states.
bounded by rest.
In room. The clerks looked at each other furtively and
To bo leaky.
MELINI
A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
by
On
the
east
south
and
dreams.
these days, such financial cyclones are not the result applied themselves vigorously to their work. They could
WHOLE0ALK DEALER IN
'TIs the country Ideal, where nothing
of legislation, but the result of financial magnates play- not help hearing the burst of laughter that came from I her teeth should like to praise.
Is real,
these chilly Lenten days
ing politics. If this is the case now, a settled market tho office, however, though the ensuing conversation But Mar
Hut everything only seems.
the matter.
need not be expected for another month, when ihe stats was too low to be heard.
For though they be small and white,
Just drop down the curtain of your
lawmakers have finished their labors.
are not a pretty sight
Wt
tvrylblng la slock to outfit tho
That evening John Brent went home a little later TeethWhen
they chatter.
dear eyes
Hut In any event, the only persons seriously affected that usual, and Sat
most fmttldlous bar eomploto
to
dinner-tabldown
e
waiting
the
eyes
Your
bright
like
the
bluebell
are the stock gamblers.
Those who buy stocks and without changing his coat, which he usually
Hve been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhweet for Jos. a.
her handsome nose, alas.
And we will sail out under the star!
did to Then
pay for them as an investment because they represent please
Those who note the damsel pass
Schllta, Wm. Lemp and St. Louie A. B. C. BreweHee; Yellowstone,
lit
skies
his
wife.
Mary,
apparently
entirely
recovered
dividend-payin- g
Merely ruffles
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J Mon.
properties are not worrying and hava from the headache she usually
To the land where the fairies dwell.
had
such stormy For the purest Grecian nose
Down the river of sleep our bark shall
rcn, and otlier standard brands of whiskies too numerous to
no occasion to worry.
What a stock broker quotes a times, sat opposite to him, dainty afterpretty
Very
mention.
grows
lovely
from
far
sweep
In her
the value of their stocks does not change the intrinsic pale pink house gown. The dinner-tabl- and
It
When
E ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
snuffles.
Till it reaches that magical isle
e
was
.
attrac
value nor lessen the dividends.
The property is etiil tive and dalntly set,
6 ,tI'fht arVle
Which no man has seen, but where all
received by us from tho best
Nora, in a clean white apron, Yes. she hns of charms a score'
lieriet.
Distilleries and Breweries
have been,
there which the stock represents and its earning ca- - lumbered awkwardly and
ia the United SUt a. Call and lnspeet
omi
Fairer
never
maiden
around
wore
the
serving
table
simtho
pause
And
we
will
Stock
there
Prices,
awhile.
and
or
pacify Is not affected.
write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtee List.
Patent leather.
ple dinner.
I will croon you a song as we float
Issued
to
only.
dealers
No railroad has lo9t a tie because tho stock Juggler.!
Of her charms I'd like to prate.
along
John seemed to be very nervous. He ate little and But I guess that I'll await
To that shore that Is blessed of
;nd Wall street thimble-rigge- rs
have been playing their kept glancing
Better weather!
furtively at his wife, who was seemingly
, God,
tricks. Copper is worth Just as much as ever and a
Washington Herald.
Then, ho! for that fair land, we're off
copper property, developed or undeveloped, is worth Indifferent, but who knew the signs, and thought he
for that rare land.
was
to
present
about
her with a peace offering. She
Just as much, and so are the stocks which represent
DATE OP EASTER SUNDAY
The beautiful land of Nod.
wondered what It would be.
The festival of Faster was Instituted
them.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
They had reached the pudding and Nora had re about the year 68 A. D., but It was
The only evil result is that money rales for a time
not
long
before
the
date
of
its
annual
will be higher, while the gamblers, those who buy and tired to the kitchen when the door-be- ll
rang, and John celebration proved a caure of dissell on margins, who deal in pure chance and depend started to his feet ns if ho had been expecting some sension among the early Christians,
upon a turn of the cards, get Just "what they hava one. He sat down again, however, as he heard Nora's those of Jerusalem, and the Fast
hoi, ting- it at the same time
I
coming." They are entitled to no sympathy, as they step in tho hall, and In a moment she opened the door generally,
as the Jewish Passover, a practice
are reaping the excitement and sensations upon which and Jack Burnet appeared In the doorway.
distasteful to the remainder of
they live.
'Come In! Come In!" cried John, heartily, atrille
ON ONLY 90c INVESTED
so, the Council of Nice. In 325
too heartily, his wife thought.
She wished John would A. And
D., ordered that "everywhere the
not associate with this class of people.
great
feast of Faster should be obBOOSTER THAT BOOSTS
"Sit down and have a bite!" said her husband. served on the one and same day."
ever
and
since then Faster Sunday
was
and
she
The bureau of immigration has just Issued a wi ll
forced to echo the invitation, though she
been the first Sunday after the
written, finely illustrated little volume dealing with San felt greatly relieved when the man refused. He leaned has
full moon which happens upon or
Miguel county.
The history, the resources, advantages, over the back of a chajr, seeming at ti loss how to next after the itst of March; and if
the full moon happens upon a Sun- and prospects of the city and county are attractively set begin. His feet shuffled nervously.
forth.
"' 1 Juxt dropped in," he stammered. "Fuct is. day, Faster Sunday is the Sunday
The story of the Lua Vegas grant is told, th?
20 bars Sunny Monday Soap
agricultural conditions, Including the dry farming out- I'm working on a case. Can I see you alone, lirent?" after."
look, arc discussed ; the magnificent mountain scenery,
"oh, fire away," said "lirent. "My wife would find When March the t w enty-ttrIs past
OOc
Just watch the si very moon.
the superb climate, the public and private enterprises of It out sooner or later."
you
And
It
see
when
full
and
rounei
"Well, some one stole Jim lleado's diamond ring
the county are dwelt upon. The Illustrations are aptly
10 bars for
C
Know Kasteril bo here soon.
chosen and add much to the attractiveness of the book. this morning.
They got me working on the cat),
Several thousand copies of the book have been pub- and I've got to do my duty,"
After the moon has reached Its full
Then Faster will be here.
lished. They will be distributed free of cost by the
Mary lirent, looked across tho table with a sud
Just receivedfromGirard, Kan.
very next Sunday ufter,
The
bureau of immigration and by the Commercial club. den, lurking fear In her eyes, saw John's hand make
In each anel every year.
Nutreto
Such a publication will do Las Vegas much good. Fursudden involuntary movement toward
the breast
And if it hap on Sunday
thermore, It will prove another tribute to the valuable pocket of his coat. She turned white.
the Twentieth Century Food
The moon should reach its height,
work that is being done in advertising New Mexico by
"of course, you must do your duty," said John.
Drink.
The Sunday following this event
the bureau of Immigration.
Who is the thief?" He tried to look unconcerned and Will be the Faster blight.
The publication was gotten out under the super- natural, but something ilkkccl in bis vlf'n Ihrreit
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
vision of the Las Vegas Commercial cluli. the write-up- s ihd she was not surprised when the detective laid a
Thr Ihiiutiful IjuhI or Nod.
Phone 98
Nutol
Come-- , cuddle your head on my shoulbeing furnished by Secretary Fleming. Will C. hand heavily on her husband's shoulder.
der, dear
the All Vegetable Oil for
Uarnes, Col. It. E. Tullclu-l- l and ("has. V. ; Wurd. It
place you under .arrest," he said,
"John lirent,
Your head like the golden rod
may be said the cost ,f this valuable publication was
Cooking.
mnly; and then. "I hate to do It, John."
And we will go sailing away from
defrayed entirely by the bureau of immigration, the
here
"I'll get my hat and
ie with you. said lirent.
To the beautiful land of Nod:
"
Commercial club being called upon to furnish only the rising. "Mary
Away from life's worry and hurry
material. These books may be obtained for distribu"No, you Won't." she interillllteil.
and flurry.
.i.nrgn:itQrK
cash Gno- tion among outside friends upon suliriiatlon to the the table and standing in front of him. Then she
Away from earth's shadows and
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
t KKY COMPANY.
gloom.
PER TON
Commercial club or to the bureau of immigration. Al- stepped back on,) put her hand through John's arm.
$8.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
ready Ihe public Is so well pleased with the work und She looked steadily at the detective, her small face We will float off together to the world
Marble
Ave.
I'hone, 206
of fair weather.
315
PER TON
19.50
so much Impressed with the good it will ,1,, jM behalf of very pule, and her blue eyes Hashing.
Where blossoms are always 1.1
HOMER M. WARD, Mgr.
Kan Miguel county that ji number of citizen. have
bloom.
"If any one has to go I will. It Isn't his fault; It's
to a fund to have Hie number
mine.
I I made him do it. Ho told me he couldn't
the books materially Increased. - Las Vegas Optic
il'foit it, and
.!
acted like a little beast, nnd so he did
0
it to satisfy 1,1c, I suppo-e- .
He isn't a thief; you know
he isn't u thief!" she appealed to the detective.
BIO LOAD OP MILL WOOD
He 2
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APPOINTIVE OFFICE
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FOR
$2.25 AND
stammered: "But the ring
Tin- New Mexican fa vols tin- - abolition ..f ihe ro.il
"Take the ling beck," she said, "and I will come 0
Hoer Hall Place of Recreation.
2
ii r is 'its :
oil law and the ollice of coal oil inspector.
I he
Mi :
oi:i.i
'M'iaiu tl..- whole tiling to Mr. K.ade. lie wouldn't 6
given Is that they "sc. in to have been such gi. ;.t source
TO?
oii arrest John, anyway, if he knew who it was.
Class
Wines Liquors and Cigars
First
of barter and have played so undesirable and conspicu502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
''ii please go gin:.- him tin; ring, J. dm." she begged.
l
us.
l:nt e K:..,.v .:. it thi
ous a part in legislative and administrative
circles.
'"'in drew the ling from his pocket and threw
1),. ir: ll:ll.lt this ,;u-l'fc..le
The New Mexi. an adds:
it will
The coal oil laws of this, ter- 1: 'i"H oil the while tablecloth.
She picked it up
a.l! to tl.- .i- h. ;,,.(,, length f
ritory from their first enactment have been proliii.- in
an. I
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'o the oilier man.
'"
"'
i.ln.-s.
luI
it they ,..it 15allin--- .
bringing about trades on political lines, influencing
I
dooi ever want to see a diamond again as long
'.'iii.' thir.if true- .f our ro!N
s Mild
E.YPERT
lalive vote and otherwise of evil consequence to
IS
si,..
b, -- inning to sob.
The detective!
other i..istry. Sine
W I. r.f the
u, ll! 1,1 l!"' loot- fe, ling somehow as if
ealth and to political honesty and purity.''
Shoemaking
been rob.
fi.'iiiu-- ?
and
Repairing
The Citizen would ask: If
things aie true of I'ng widows ,,i,d children.
He looked back once as
Fines! Whiskies
Ihe coal oil appointment, are they not also true of other he reached tl.,. ,oor. and then hastily let himself ..ut.
I03 N. First
PIONEER BAKERY,
appointment, und do they not all teach the neces-ii- y
o.
"coil
he sail to himself, as he went up the
-- 7 South
making appointive oMiies. as far as tin- - organic lav s'"''l; "n A as a mean link to play, but it
Etc.
Wines,
Brandies.
first Street.
e
X
The
dhl the
Citiien Print Shop Is
will penult, to be elective ofliies, ai.ji do they not show
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
"'k. I ll bet that by tomorrow morning that little
e where you can get the most for
s
ri:i: nor chocolate. WAL- the propriety of a law debarring legislators, during their woman will be th'iikinu she'd rather darn his forks
e your money. We print every, e TON'S
SAM PLC AND
lllll li STORK.
'j
term of office
e thing but greenbacks and post, e
such, from appointment to territorial ihau make tidies!"
Railroad
Avenue
2
0 West
CLUB ROOM9
if aqe stamps.
offices '!
Either phone.
Copyrighted, 1907, by K.
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Protect Your Books from the sand
Storms by using the "GUNN" Sectional Book Case.
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All sizes.

F. H. STRONG.
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COAL

Regents Take
Precaution Arizona, Illinois and Wife
Against Spread of Scarof Famous Character
let Fever.
Fighting For Estate.
Ppeclal Correopondence.
Mesllla Park, N. M., March 18,
The Agriculture college at Mesllla
Park has cloned for this week as a
precaution b gal not the spread
of
scarlet fever in the community and
for the protection of the students
who are here attending school.
On Saturday morning three cases
f scarlet fever were discovered in
the girls' dormitory, the girls having
taken sick sometime Friday and Friday night. These cases have been
completely isolated from the other
girls who are occupying the dormitory and all the rooms have been
thoroughly fumigated and disinfect
ed. The physicians in charge of the
college affairs are Dr. McHrlde, who
is president of the board of regents,
and Dr. Knxton, who Is the health
officer for Dona Ana county.
liesiden the dormitory cases, there
are several more In the vicinity and
ruces, and one of the stuin Las
dents, John Sullivan, from Farming-toN. M., died last night from this
disease. Ills funeral will occur to
day. Mr. Sullivan's condition was
most unfavorable for ' resisting the
disease as he had been suffering
rrom an attack or the grippe and
was considerably run down.
From the very first notice of the
present sickness among any of the
students the president of tho board
took immediate steps to prevent any
outbreak of scarlet fever among the
students In general. It was thought
that the best way to do this was to
close school for a week and to thor
oughly fumigate and disinfect all of
the buildings and all of the dormitories so that when school should
take up again everything would be
most favorable for the welfare and
health of the students.
It has also
been decided that no one outside of
the college dormitories
and the
boarding houses, which adjoin the
ollege, will be allowed to enter unless they first present themselves before the board of health and get a
clearance from that board. The local members of the board of regents
and the president of the college met
and after discussing the matter thoroughly, BUch action as the above outlined was decided upon and Immediately put in force.
The dormitory was placed under a
most rigid quarantine and no one is
allowed to enter or leave the building
or the Immediate grounds surrounding it. This has been done as a precautionary measure and everyone believes that It is the right thing to do,
although there might not be any possible danger If the usual going and
coming was allowed. In the boys'
dormitory and in the boarding house
adjacent to the college grounds there
is no sickness whatever, and there is
not any liklihood that there will be
any.
President Foster of the college has
mailed a circular letter to every pari ent
who has any children attending
the Institution calling their attention
to the closing of the school for the
week, not because the disease Is so
bad as to demand It, but that it
seemed best to take every possible
care to prevent the spreading of the
disease, and also urged the parents
not to ask their children to come
home because they were in no particular danger and that they were
safeguarded
exceptionally
well
in
every way and that the institution is
sparing and will spare no expense in
the matter.
Trained nurses are already In attendance, taking cure of
those who are now sick. If anything
should develop of an unfavorable
nature In regard to the situation the
institution will send the children
home, but until there is any particular reason for their going home, it
Is thought best for them to remain
and continue with school work as
soon an college opens.
The prompt action of the college
authorities has been most commendable and has been approved by every
one, and no parent need feel any uneasiness in regard to the safety of
their children. All of the students
are fully aware of the situation and
they are all satisfied with the way
the matter Is being handled and have
little or no intention of leaving for
home.
(Territorial papers please copy.)
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Colombo Hall Scene of Galty

and Green.
The Geronlnio club did itself proud
St. Patricks' day bull last night.
The Colombo hall was tilled wth the
lovers of Terpsichore and the uffalr
proved a great success in every particular. The hall had been decorated
with colors emblematic of the good
old Irish saint and, while there was
ample diverson, Irish melodies were
the order of the dance.
Kills' orchestra furnished the muse fur the
occasion, and during u short intermission Mr. Kills favored the guests with
two selections on the trombone. The
ball was not over until after midnight, and all departed feeling that
the affair had been one of the most
tnjoable of the season.
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(Continued from Pate One)
gust 11, 1910; N. 13. Laughlin, Santa
Fe, term ending August 11, 1911.
To be members board of health
For term ending March 11, 1909, W.
D. Radcliffe, Valencia county; H. M.
Smith, Sun Miguel, and O. J. West- lake, Grant county.
For term ending March 11, 1911, James M. Massle,
Santa Fe; T. U. Hart, of Colfax coun
ty; John F. Pearce, Albuquerque, and
Fred F. Boepp, of Eddy county.
Appropriations Hill.
The council appropriations bill, In
favor of which the house appropria
tions bill was tabled, but the contents
of which were not known when The
Citizen went to press last evening,
contains among many others, the fol
lowing:
Sec. 2. tor the support and main
tenance of territorial
institutions
there is hereby appropriated us fol
lows:

College of Agrl- - .
culture and Mechanic Arts. . S 15,000
1'nlversilty of New Mexico.... 35,000
New Mexico School of Mines.. 13,000
New Mexico Normal School,
Silver City
16.000
New Mexico Normal Univer
sity, Silver City
16,000
New Mexico Normal Univer
sity, Iis Vegas
16.00J
New Mexico Military Institute,
18,000
Roswell
New Mexico
Insane Asylum,
Vegas
60,000
Las
10,000
Miners' Hospital, Raton
institute for the Blind, Alamo- go rdo
10,000
Deaf and Dumb Asylum, Santa
Fe
7.500
5,000
Reform School, Kl Rito
For the purpose of carrying on
summer school in connection
with Normal school at Las
Vegas, payable on order of
1,500
board of regents
The St. Vincent hospital at Santa
Fe gets $3,600; Orphans' school at
Santa Fe, $5,400; Sisters' hospital at
Albuquerque and Ladies' Relief society at Las Vegas, each, $2,400; superintendent of public instruction,
$5,700; for governor's otllce over and
above federal appropriation, $4,680;
Judges of district court, $9,000; clerk
of district courts, $19,200; district attorneys, $5,500, and more of the same
sort through a long and expensive

New

Mexico

list.

Kl Puso, Texas, March 19.
It Is
learned yesterday that It Is highly
probable that the enterprise Involving the construction of a local railroad line to tap the coal fields of
New Mexico will be carried out at an
early date. Among the necessary
preliminary steps a franchise will be
applied for from the city.
It was fully Intended to do this at
the next regular meeting of the city
council Tuesday night. In this connection It is ascertained that representatives of the eastern capitalists
interested quietly arrived In the city
last week, but kept their mission secret. In the party was one of the
chief promoters of the enterprise.
However, owing to the sensational
news from Wall street last week he
took the first train bnck to New York
City, as under the uncertain financial
conditions there his business required
his Immediate attention.
However,
ho stated that he would return to Kl
Paso as soon as possible.
Attorney Samuel R. Gillette, who
Is looking after the local affairs of
tho undertaking, when seen stated
that he was not at liberty to give out
the names of those backing the project nor any of the details concerning
the same until the franchise entering
Kl Faso has actually been applied
for. He admitted, however, that the
representatives of the capitalists had
been here and If it had not been for
the turn things had taken on the
stock exchange, all preliminary arrangements would have been perfected this present week. He adds
that the venture has by ho means
been abandoned, and that it will be
pushed through as early ns wiuiln
the next two or three months.
The coal field to be tapped is located In New Mexico, about 100 miles
northwest of Kl l'aso, and while It
has been thoroughly tested, the matter of exact location Is being kept
quiet for a time.

telegWIrkets
The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co.. brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New .Yorfc Stocks.
American Sugar
121
Amalgamated Copper
92
American Car Foundry
37
American Smelters
121
Atchison com
91
6 2'4
Anaconda
American Locomotive
63 Vi
Raltlmore and Ohio
9S?
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
53
171
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
35
Chicago Northwestern
149
29 H
Krie com
Louisville and Nashville
11HV4
Missouri Pacific
714
Mexican Central
21 V4
National Lead
58
New York Central
118
Norfolk
"6
Pennsylvania
122V4
Ken. ling com
10314
Rock Island com
214
80
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
:133ii
22
Southern Railway
Union Pacific
134 14
U. S. S. com
37V4
IT. S. S. pfd
99 Vi
24 Vi
Greene Cons
18
Shannon
Old Dominion
50
North Ilutte
91 Vi
fiutte Coalition
30 V4
Copper Range
82
163
Calumet and Arizona
Totnl sales New York stocks, 1
shares.
Money closed, offered 4 per cent.
Summary of Conditions.
York, March 19. American
stocks In London Irregular, but show
ing considerable strength in places.
Treasury contradicts
report that
government bonds will be required In
substitution for other bonds put up
by banks against treasury deposits.
lletter demand for stocks in loan
crowd, particularly Pennsylvania and
Canadian Pacific.
London expects considerable stiff
ening of money rates next week on
account of the settlement and re
quirements for end of month.
Trade authorities say up to date
the Iron and steel business has been
entirely unaffected by fluctuations In
Wall street.
Investment demand for stocks at
tracting money here from the in
terlor.
New

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 19. Cattle re
ceipts 11,000, Including 1400 south
ems. Market steady. Southern steers
3.75i5.25; southern cows 13.00 4
4.00; stockers and feeders
$3.75 ii
5.25; bulls J3.00ii 4.:'5; calves $4.25
6k 7.00: western fed
$4.00(fi)
Bteers
5. 85; western fed cows $4.00 jj! 4.60.
Sheep receipts 8000, market steady
range wethers
Lambs $7.25'!il7.85;
$5.50i 6.75; fed ewes $5.00 5.75.

In the House March 19.
The house met this morning at 10
o'clock and took up the consideration
Chicago Livestock.
of the special order, known as the
Chicago, March 19 Cattle receipts
new election law, which was drafted
by the Joint committee of the hous..-an- 4.500. Market steady. Reeves $5,101
6. SO; cows $1,701( 4.90; heifers $2.35
council.
W 5.30; calves $..ou 'iv l.Zj
stockers
and feeders $2.80 i( 4.85.
14, nan.
sheep receipts
Market
GRAND
CONCERT EOR strong.
Sheep $4,001(6.25; yearlings
Jti.nn 'a i 5 ; lambs $6.00 '( 8.00.
;

. 1

LUMBER

Money

Market.
New York, March 19. Money
on
all easier, 3 '4 (u 4 'i per cent; prime
paper
per cent:
6r.(6'
mercantile
silver Stic.
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WOMEN FREQUENT
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Mayor and Common Council Joe Chaves Is Charged With
at Last Night's Reception
Assaulting Steven Berean.

Hear Eloquent Speeches.

Police Court.

large and representative
audi
ence gathered last evening In tho
main auditorium of the First Pres
byterian church to attend the re
ception given by the people of Ihls
city to lis distinguished citizen, ex- 15.
United States senator Kdniund
Hoss, nnd to General Hugh Cameron,
famous throughout the country as
the "Kansas Hermit."
In every sense the reception was
complete success Mayor McKce
presided over the meeting and the
common council adjourned Its regular session In order that It might
attend in a body. The gathering
throughout was conspicuous for the
number of professional and substantial persons which It contained and
the Intellectuality of the town was
represented to an unusual degree.
The committee having the niatteK
In charge had carefully planned the
proceedings nnd the purpose of the
reception, namely to accentuate and
render of permanent value the mission of General Cameron to this city
was kept uppermost .throughout the
proceedings.
H. H. Kergusson
delivered the
principal address of the evening.
During the course of his remarks the
speaker gave an historical review of
the events surrounding the Johnson
Impeachment trial, and portrayed In
vivid colors the position of Senator
Hoss as an actor In that great drama.
As nearly as the limitations of language would permit Mr. Kergusson
brought Into relief the nobility of
character and heroism displayed by
Senator Hoss in facing the almost
unanimous contrary . opinion of the
section from which he came, and In
deliberately choosing for himself political obliteration and exile rather
than to disobey the dictates of his
own conscience.
The speaker also
took occasion to thank the Presbyterian Hroiherhood for arranging the
meeting nnd in a graceful manner
returned the thanks of this community to General Cameron and tho people of Kansas for the kindly feeling
manifested in the unique testimonial
of which the present' assemblage was
a fitting culmination.
Dr. George T. Gould, editor of the
Kvening Citizen, who was called upon
to express the honor which Senator
Itoss had conferred upon the printers' craft, responded In a most delicate and appropriate manner, taking
as his theme, "An Honest Man the
Dr. Gould
Noblest Work of God."
predicted that the
of Senator ll.tss in the great
crisis of his career would yet find
fitting meniorlallzatiiin both here nnd
In his own state through the erection
of the proper monuments or tablets.
Colonel A. V. Harris, who was
called upon as representing the republican party of the north, made a
graceful speech as did also George
S Klock, who represented the younger generation of northern republicans. The latter was particularly
eloquent, his picture of the prominent
men and circumstances, immediately
following the close of the war receiving tho closest attention of all his
hearers.
General Cameron expressed his
gratitude to the people of Albuquer
que for their cordial treatment and
particularly for the public expression
of it as manifested through the meeting of the evening. He gave thanks
to fiod and to Senator Itoss for the
action which had saved his country
from the disgrace v, hlch would have
attended the Impeachment i of a
president of the Lulled States and
suggested the appointment of a committee of live men and five women
with whom he in:iiht confer
and
present a plan through the operation
of which the vimli' ition of Senator
Koss might be more widely
made
known.
An excellent nm.-- al program was
rendered In addition to the oratorical
features of the even i.g. The meeting
was opened with the singing of
"America" by the audience. Mr. Kills gave a beautiful selection on the
trombone, being ao "m pun led on the
piano by Miss Jeiii.i Craig. Mrs. H.
J. Collins charmed tne audience with
her beautiful singiio,' of "Daddy" and
H. It. Schwentker performed
upon
the orgau In his sual acceptable
manner.
quartet
The
also sang a select
At tho close of e meeting many
of the audience s ok hands with
Senator Hoss and eneral Cameron,
both of whom oci led seats upon
the platform ihirii
the proceedings.

Night policemen licked uo a num
her of vagrants last night, and these,
together with three persons charged
wth a more serious offense, gave
juuge
and Chief of Police
a busy hour this morning In
disposing of the cases.
One Sulzar, a young Mexican, was
the first brought into court this
morning. He was charged with hav
ing been found in the rear room of
the Glorleta mloon, on North First
street, with Theodosla Garcia. The
couple were found In the room, Sunday night, nnd both were lined $15
this morning.
Almost as soon as Salmr had left
the court room one Frank Demarco,
charged with having been found in
the same place and with the aame
woman last night, was brought before the court.
Determined to break
up such practices within the city.
Judge Craig was not long in determining the sentence to be imposed
upon Demarco, und he was given hl.
choice of a $20 Hue or twenty-fiv- e
days in Jail.
The woman In the case, Theodosla
Garcia, was fined $30, or thirty days
in Jail.
She had only a short time
previously paid her tine of $15 for
having tiad Salzar in her room, and
with the second sentence the judge
recommended that she be taken to
the county jail to serve her time, anJ
that as soon as it was out that she
leave town about as fat as the first
opportunity would permit.

'
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warrant was Issued this morning
for the arrest of Joso Chavez, charged
with assault upon the person of
Stevan Uerean. The plaintiff appeared In court this morning, about half
an hour after the assault had taken
place.
Ills face was Utile less than
a mass of blood, und an ugly knife
A

wound Just over the left eye tended to
show that Chavez had used little care
in handling him.
The plaintiff said
that Chavez called him in between
buildings
two
as he was passing, and
after getting him there began pounding him with his fists and cut him
with his knife.
The warrant for Chavez's urrest was
placed in the hands of Officer Salzar
and the trial is set for 5 o'clock this
evening.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . .

Amos Deer, Charles Kerst and one
Itgsdon were arrested on charges jf
vagrancy
night.
t
Deer said lv
came from Kl Paso for the benelit of
his health, but as he had uo money,
the court decided that he had best
quit the town and ordered that
before noon today. Iigs-do- n
and Ferst were given tines of $10
each and taken back to the city Jail.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security !

Cheapest accident
Insurance Dr.
Thomas' Klectrle on. Stops the pain
and heals the wound. All drinnHsIs
sell It.

o
have taken the management
..
of. III. -SUiilwl.ir,l
... ill ...nn .K.
mumhlnu.
f. l.cCIUIIg
llantln
company ' and ask our friends and
give
to
public
the
us their patronage
mm insure mem ine work will tie
done right and the charges will be
fair.
JOSEPH HKSSRLDEN.
RALPH DL'NBAK.
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opportunity to
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The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and l ho worries fewer.
YOU NELJ

The
telephone
preserve
your neaim, prolongs your Uto
and protects your borne,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
1,
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GROCERY

C0:
Cannot be measured by ordinary
standards.

OWN YOUR HOME?

Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil

:00 down and

$20 monthly
payment will buy you a

house with bath.

MA7TEUCCI
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f

TEIiEPIIOXE IN YOUR nOMft
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Keel

STATIONERY

323 South Second Stroot

CO.,
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Room 9, N. T. Arm I jo Building
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FRENCH BAKERY
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20c to 90c Per Yard

ALBERT FABER'S

SENATOR AND GENERAL' POLICE BEGIN CRUSADE
FITTINGLY

absolutely perfect in construction. Ranging in price from

IP

1

MiAes the perfect biscuit, cake and bread.

n.

Ii.i-.i--

Is a gooJ Japanese or Chinese
Matting;. Cleaner than a carpet, extremely durable and
eaty to tak care oL.

Howdevl

run-- . low ii ?
languid.
ik.
Headache? Stomal "off?" Just a
Metul Market.
liver. Kurdock
New Vork, March 19. Lead and plain case of l..z
ilood Hitters ton. liver and stom-ioipper quiet uud unchanged.
i
acli, promotes
purifies ttie
k
The grand concert given
at the
Salt lake City anil llctiirn $.11.0.1.
Mood.
opera hou.-- e recently by the American
M. Louis Wool Market.
March 30 to April 2. Limit sixty
Lumber company's band will be reSt. I.ouK March 19. Wool stiadv.
peated at the band hall tomorrow unchanged.
days.
FEE'S PEERLE'S HOME-MADnight.
The members of the band
CANDIES,
AT VSALTON'S
Mevico City anil
DRUG
SIO.J.i.
II. till
this concert wholly for
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
STORE.
April
to May 1 '. Limit July 31.
of the emplojes of the
Aineiicun Lumber company, their Li iST - I 'row n far.
triable re.
wives and families or friends.
1'rof.
war.) for return to Mr.-)M. Nash
J. K. Kills stated today that the fu l
5H6 West Railroad.
program Would be reproduced, in-.
litnit ure
live
ill Al.l
ui
cluding the hunting
scene which
FOR
OR
115 South A mo.
house.
nia.le such a hit at the original concert. Kxten.ling an invitation
to
Soothes Hilling pain, Heals cuts or
the friends of the employes of
burns without a scar, Cure piles,
company is extending one t eczeni.i,
My Blacksmith Shop, Complete
sail lie inn, any itching,
all, and no doubt the band room will I i.ta n's I liniment. Your druggist
sells
'" tilled to overflowing for the treat. it.
111
Health the Only Cause
"I suffered habitually from conTOM
TOI.S.
I'liLsll
stipation. 1 loan's Reguletes relieved
n vm i:
s.
p.it
:ind strengthened the bowels, so that
x riv i: it i t it it h,
they have been regular ever since."
OVSTLIt
PL
WIS,
grocer. Sulphur Springs,
A. K.
1IKAIH LI.TM I
Texas.
P. N. YU..KER,
IMIHSIIi:.
Socorro, fi. M.
M-- W POT VI OLS, LLC.
Subscribe for The Lvcnlnj; Citizen.
.VI MAUIY'K.
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JUST RECEIVED

For half a century American housewives have
found Dr. Price's Baking Powder a guarantee of light, sweet, pure and wholesome food.

ARE

T

O

l:i-a- .

tWti-V- f
irapt-s..l.
11. 'ft
$19 . a. h,
f'.nl M. ts
this bein
t
tinst.-i'about
price f 'Ji r.i:.ne
this season.
Work on the new v. a'eru'orks sys,1, spiie
many
tem Is prot-'il.aeksets.
Nearly ail pipe lias been
put in the ground, tile plugs put in.
!i.i many domestic Connections mail".
'I'h- - company is now awaiting the
of materia! and two specially
constructed motor pumps.
The fruit crop in the I' ecus valley
far has escaped any damage from
h
frost, and it would take a hard freeze
to damage the fruit to any considerable extent now.
i

There was an echo of the famous
De Raylan case In the probate court
Saturday morning when J. M. Jamison filed a petition for his client,
James Reddick of Cook county. III.,
praying for certain effects of the deceased, says the Phoenix Gasette. Accompanying the petition was a certified copy of the appointment of Rcd-dicwho Is public administrator of
Cook county, as administrator of the
De Raylan estate.
The estate is being administered In
both Illinois nnd Arizona, It being
considered ns two estates. No heirs
except a woman, who styles herself
Mrs. Anna De Raylan, claiming to be
the wife of the deceased, have as yet
appeared.
If none do nppear the
estate will become the property of
the slate of Illinois and the territory
of Arizona. Mrs. l)e Raylan is now
entirely out of it, it being known that
the person whom she claims was her
husband was In fact a woman.
In brief the petition filed Is this:
James Reddick, public administrator
of Cook county, Illinois, asks for certain personal property of the late
Nicolal De Raylan, now being held
here by the administrator of the es
tate In this county. This property Is
not necessary for the administration
of the estate here but Is very impor
tant in Illinois. Mrs. Anna De Raylan
has asked for an allowance, as the
wife of the deceased and certain let
ters, etc., among the deceased's effects, are required to prove that the
woman was never the wife of De
Raylan.
That has already been
proven, but" they will make things
more legal.
Petitioner therefore prays that all
the trunks, grips, valises, boxes and
other personal property "bt the deceased, with the exception of the
money nnd jewelery here, be handed
over to him or to his attorney, J. M.
Jamison.
The petition Is an entirely friendly
action and will be granted. The prop
erty asked for Is In the hands of Geo.
F. Driscoll, the administrator of the
De Raylan estate in this county, who
will be glad to get rid of it.
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Attorney S. 5. Gillette Is Pro
motlng Deal-Ro- ad
to Have
City Franchise.
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SALE, TRADE

LEASE

ALWAYS

f4r RAILROAD

FRE$ttTA$TY

PHOTICTtO

U. S.

BY

PATENT.

.J. C.

HALDR1 DGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHEKWLN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers mora, looks

tha longest, most economical; full measure.

best, wears

PAPER Always In stock.
t'lati-rLime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STOEET AND COAL AVE. ALIil'yf KUQl E, NEv JJEX.
BUILDING

.
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The registered office of the
corporation is No. 117 West Oold
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and The Corporation, Organisation
and Management Company is designated as the statutory agent therein,
In charge thereof, and upon whom
process against the corporation may
be served.
rrliiHial Objects.
III. The objects for which tho
corporation is established are primarily:
To acquire, hold. Iniprovp.
lease
and sell timber, farming, gracing,
mineral and other lands, and the
products thereof; to build, construct,
plants and
maintain and operate
works for the development of such
lands, and for the handling, preparing
commercially
and rendering
available the various products thereof; to manufacture
railroad ties,
poles, and all kinds of lumber. Iron,
steel, manganese, coke, copper and
other minerals, and all or any arti
cles consisting, , or partly consisting,
of wood. Iron, steel, copper or other
materials, and nil and any products
thereof;
To acquire, own. lease, sell, use or
develop any lands containing, coal,
Iron, manganese, stone or other min
erals, oil, and any wood lands or other lands for any purpose of the company; to mine or otherwise extract
or remove coal, stone and other minerals and timber from any lands
owned, acquired, leased or occupied
by the company or from any other
lands; to buy, sell, or otherwise deal
or traffic in wood, lumber. Iron,
steel, manganese, copper, stem-- "rn,
coal and other minerals, and any of
the products thereof;
To purchase, sell, hire, or other
wise acquire real or personal property, Improved or unimproved,
of
every kind and description, and to
sell, dispose of, lease, convey and
mortgage said property, or any part
thereof, which may at any time be
necessary or convenient In the Judgment of the board of directors for the
purposes of the company;
to sell,
lease, hire, or otherwise dispose of
the lands, buildings, or other prop
erty of the company, or any part
thereof.
In connection with the foregoing
business, said corporation shall also
(have the power to construct and.
operate railroads, to carry on the logging business, by water transportation, flumes, vessels, or other modes
of transpartatlon, and acquire the
means for so doing; but shall not
operate railroads as common carriers.
Subsidiary Purposes and Power.
As subsidiary to and In connection
with the foregoing, from time to
time, the corporation may:
Manufacture, purchase or other
wise acquire goods, wares, merchandise and personal property of every
class and description, and hold, own.
mortgage, sell or otherwise dispose
of, trade, deal In and deal with the
same.
Acquire and undertake tho good
will, rlghis, franchises, contracts and
assets of every manner and kind, and
the liabilities of any person, firm, association or corporation, either wholly or In part, and pay for the same
In cash, stock or bonds of the cor
poration, or otherwise.
Lnter Into, make, perform and
carry out contracts of every kind,
and for any lawful purpose with any
person, firm, association or corporation.
Issue bonds, debentures or obliga
tions of the corporation, and at the
option of the corporation, to secure
the same by mortgage, pledge, deed
of trust or otherwise.
Acquire, hold, use, sell, assign,
lease, grant licenses In respect of,
mortgage, or otherwise dispose of
letters patent of the United States or
any foreign country, patents, patent
rights, licenses and privileges, Inventions, improvements and processes,
trade-marand trade names, relating to or useful In connection with
any business of the corporation.
Hold, purchase or otherwise ac
quire, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage.
pledge or otherwise dispose of shares
of the capital stock and bonds, debentures or other evidences of In
debtedness created by other corporation or corporations, and while the
holder thereof, exercise all the rights
and privileges of ownership, Includ
ing the right to vote thereon.
Purchase, hold and
the
shares of Its capital stock, Us bonds
or other securities.
Remunerate any person or cor
poration for services rendered, or to
be rendered, in placing or assisting
to place or guaranteeing the placing
or underwriting of any of the shares
of stock of the corporation, or any
debentures, bonds or other securities
of the corporation, or In or about th
formation or promotion of the cor
poration, or In the conduct of its
business.
With a view to the working and
development of the properties ot the
corporation, and to effectuate, directly or indirectly. Its objects and purposes, or any of them, the corpora
tion may. In the discretion of the directors, from time to time, carry on
any other lawful business, manufacturing or otherwise, to uny extent
and in any manner not unlawful.
The corporation may conduct busi
ness In the territory of New Mexico
and elsewhere. Including any of the
states,
territories,
colonies or de
pendencies of the United States, the
District of Columbia, and any and
all foreign countries, have one or
more offices therein, and therein to
hold, purchase, mortgage and con
vey real and personal property, ex
cept us and when forbidden by local
II.
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Puplic Gambling Must GoOne of the
Last Departing Evidences of the
Early Days of the West.
Hy the middle of thin year licensed
itubllc gambling will probably have
disappeared from the territories of
the United States. The raw and apparent willingness with which the
has surrendered surprises some
people who looked for a fight.
But the end has been approached
o gradually, through regulation and
high license, that even the gamblers
themselves were prepared for It. It
is) a complete surrender by what was
nee regarded as an Impregnably Intrenched evil. This passing of the
professional gambler shows the advance of public sentiment, due to
persistent agitation, and It follows
naturally the disappearance of the
frontier. There are no longer any
wickedest towns.
Where the gamblers will go or
what they will do Is not certain. The
Ariwtna closing law becomes effective
April 1, and it Is expected that by
July 1 a similar law will be In effect
In New Mexico.
A number of the
Arizona professionals will doubtless
eome up Into New Mexico to think
the matter over, and then drift down
hato Old Mexico, or over Into Nevada
where everything is still wide open.
One reason why the gamblers have
given up is that the business of pub-li- e
gambling no longer pays there
in nothing in It-- The high license fee
In this territory, $400 a year for each
table, and the disappearance of cow
towns and mining camps have caused
the profits to dwindle. The writer has
been in Raton for about two months,
and In that time has not seen or
beard of a game worth mentioning.
Unless a stranger wanders into a
aloon he would never suspect that
puonc gambling is a source or rev
iue for the support of the public
schools here. Last summer, when a
couple of new railroads were being
built Into this city, there was high
Jlay, but since then the business has
been dead.
There Is practically no playing at
all In daytime, and at night there are
only a few isolated games of poker.
Once a month, on the occasion of a
railway payday, the roulette wheels
may whirl for a night, and then dust
ettle on them again. Nor Is there
perceptible anywhere the demorallza
tion which is supposed to accompany
the legal recognition of public gambling. This town of 6,000 inhabitants
U as quiet and orderly and clean
morally as any town of like size in
the United States.
When the leading samtiler of Rn
ton was questioned as to the outlook
He said:
"They've got the drop on us and
we must submit It s poor consolation, but still a consolation, that we
haven't much to give up. Some
games will stop entirely and a num
ber or sports will leave the territory;
the rest will be driven to cover."
"Are there any big games now
running in this territory?"
gambler
"None that an old-tiwould call big. Of course there is
play
Albuquerque,
stiff
in
where the
profligate sons of new rich men
Abound, but such games are rarely
public. There Is only one blooded
player in Santa Fe.
"The only really profitable games
are away out In the mining camps or
at the front of new railroads. About
the deadest town In New Mexico is
Cimarron, which was once to the
south what Julesburg was to the
ar

north.

"With! the disappearance of Ithe
cow-bo- y
and the petering out of new
mining camps gambling
for high
stakes has died out. When the "rambling spirit subsides it doesn't .natter
much what the law Is so we simply
don't care whether or not the legislature prohibits public gambling."
Some of the liquor sellers and
gamblers of New Mexico are men of
superior intelligence. The other day
a tenderfoot had occasion to consult
a book, the "The Land of Sunshine." by Lillian Whiting. The only
available copy In town was the property of a gambler. When he went to
return the book he found a barkeeper
imirversed In an abstruse scientific
work. Desiring an expert opinion of
the new corporation law passed by
the territorial legislature, the same
visitor was referred to a saloonkeeper as the only man In town who had
made a study of it.
In his message to the legislature
the
Governor Hagerman advocated
passage of a stringent
law providing penalties of from J200
to $5,000 fine and Imprisonment of
from two months to one year, and
recommended that any deficit be
made up by Increasing the amount
o( the liquor licenses. At present
of the net amount received by
the territory from liquor and gambling licenses is paid Into the disInto
trict school funds and one-thithe general county school funds. This
open endorsement of public gambling
Is objectionable to citizens generally
ajid peculiarly so to the prosperous
settlers from the east.
liThe number of retail liquor
censes In the territory in 1905 was
gam23,
6fS, wholesale licenses
and
bling licenses S00. The total Income
therefrom to the territory was onlv
$184,000. of which less thii half
rame from gambling Hciiihch. The
figures for 1 'JO 7 nhow no material
change.
In the city of ltaton there are 19
saloons and 17 licensed gambling tables. The former pay to the city $400
a year and the latter $200 a year
Equal sums are paid to the
each.
anti-gambli-

two-thir-

rd

nn
ft,
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territory for the county and district
school funds.
In the towns of Roawell and
gambling has been abolished by
ordinance and the experiment of exceedingly high liquor
licenses, ns
much as $2,000 has been made with
satisfactory results.
That most of the games are unfair
requires no proof. In his message
Governor Hagerman treats of this
feature thus:
"Some of the games as played hero
afford the player 250 per cent less
chance of winning than similar
games afford In the large gambling
establishments of Kurope, which pay
enormous dividends to their stockholders.
The games most general in New Mexico are so arranged
that the chances are many times In
favor of the proprietors."
There has been long and gradual
preparation In New Mexico for the
impending prohibition of public gambling. About 1890 the female gamblers or concert hall singers were put
out of business by territorial enactment.
Then came a further tightening of
the lines, which did not become effective without a struggle the law
against packing guns. Hy the
law every man, on arrival in
a town or city, was compelled to
shed his revolvers and cartridges and
leave them In the custody of some
resident until he was ready to go
home or to pay a fine of from $50
to $300 It he refused or neglected to
do so. Still heavier fines were Imposed for using or brandishing a
deadly weapon.
Now the territorial council Is considering a bill providing that "any
person within the territory of New
Mexico who deals, plays, carries on,
opens, either as owner or employe,
whether for hire or not, any game of
faro, monte, roulette, lansquenet,
rouge-et-noi- r,
rondo, fantan, poker,
chuck-aluctwenty-onslot machine, or any banking
percentage
game, or any other
or
kind of game played with cards, dice,
or any device, for money, checks,
credit, or any other representative of
value. Is guilty of a misdemeanor, and
shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $5,000 or by imprisonment
In the county jail for not more than
one year, or both."
As In all reforms the
impelling
force has been a gradually crystallizing public opinion. Both Arizona and
New Mexico have ambitions In the
direction of statehood.
The defeat
of the joint proposition last fall haa
increased the rivalry between them.
The threat of the Ltttlefield bill
put Arizona on her good behavior,
and now New Mexico is compelled to
follow suit. In their excess of zeal,
however, some Arizona municipalities
have gone too far.
The Arizona gambling law Is due
to take effect April 1. But Prescott
could not wait until then to show oft
her newly donned white robes of virtue, and passed an
ordinance, effective February 1, which
shut down all 40 of her public games
and Interfered seriously with social
diversions.
The ordinance prohibits the playing of euchre for prizes, and all other
gambling games popular In social
circles are likewise put under ban.
Hereafter the Prescott woman who
offers her guests prizes for winning
any game of chance or skill puts herself exactly on the same plane, so
far as liability to arrest and punishment Is concerned with the gambler
who backs a crap game. Fear of enforcement of the new ordinance has
also stopped the giving of prizes at
parties and church entertainments.
New York Sun.
Ar-tes- lti

seven-and-a-ha- lf,
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
tTJHTI HCATK OF COMPARISON.
Territory of New Mexico, office of
the secretary- I, J. W. Raynolds. secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was tiled for record In this office at nine o'clock a.
m., on the sixteenth day of March,

A. D. 1907,

AHTICLES OF IVOORI'OIt ATI OX,
OF THE SANTA BARBARA
TIE AND I'OI.K CO.
(No. 4826.);
and, also that I have compared the
rollowing copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and de
clare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole there
of.
Given under my hand and the
great seal of the territory of New
Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe. the
capital, on this 16th day of March, A.
IJ..

1907.

J. W. RAYNOLDS.
Secretary of New Mexico.

THE SANTA ItAHRMtA TIE AND
I'OI.K COMPANY.
of IiicorHrnti(Mi.
the undersigned, in order to
f"rm a corporation for the purposes
hereinafter stated, under and pursuant to the provisions of an act of the
legislative assembly of the teritory of
New Mexico, entitled. "An Act to
regulate the formation and government of corporations
for mining,
manufacturing, Industrial and other
(Vrtilli-ut-
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Every woman covets a
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6haPely. pretty figure, and

many of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All ot this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother' Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother' Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birtthis critical period without puin. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists atfi.ooper

bottle.

Our little

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be
Tie

Kent

free.

.Bridfield Regulator Co., Allista, Ca.
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1905, stockholder

"The

I.
The corporate name Is
Santa Ilailiara Tie and Pole
pany."

,
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re-Iss-

CITIZEN.1

to examine the same
(except as to the entries affecting
the shares owned by such stockholder), unless and until satisfied that
such examination and the Information to be acquired hereby are for a
legitimate purpose and not for a purpose hostile to the Interests of the
corporation or Its Individual stockholders, and the determination of the
registered agent shall be final, conclusive and binding upon all stockholders and all persons claiming under such stockholders.
Regulations tiMHif big Dire tor.
VII. In furtherance
and not In
limitation of the powers conferred by
statute, the board of directors are
expressly authorized:
To hold their meetings, to have
one or more offices, and to keep the
hooks of the corporation within or,
except otherwise provided by statute,
without the territory of New Mexico,
at such places as may, from time to
time, be designated by them.
To determine, from time to time,
whether, and, If allowed, under what
conditions and regulations the accounts and books of the corporation
shall be open to the Inspection of the
stockholders, and the stockholders'
rights In this respect are ami shall
be restricted or limited accordingly,
and no stockholder shall have any
right to Inspect any account or book
or document of the corporation, except as conferred by statute or authorized by the board of directors
r by a resolution of the stockholders.
To

make, altar, amend ana re
scind the
of the corporation.
10 nx, determine,
rrom time to lime
and vary the amount to be reserved
as working capital, to determine the
limes ror the declaration and payment and the amount of each dividend on the stock, to determine and
direct the use and disposition of any
surplus or net profits, and to authorize and cause to be executed mortgages and Hens upon the real and
personal property of the corporation,
provided always that a majority of
the whole board concur therein.
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of
the holders of u majority of tho
stock Issued and outstanding, at a
stockholders' meeting duly convened,
to sell, assign, transfer or otherwise
dispose of the property, Including the
franchises of the corporation as an
entirety, provided always that a ma
jority oi the whole board concur
therein.
To appoint additional
officers of
the corporation, Including one or
more
one or more as
sistant treasurers, and one or more
assistant secretaries; and, to the extent provided in the
the
persons so appointed shall have and
may exercise all the powers of the
president, of the treasurer and of ae
secretary respectively, provided, however, that all
shall be
chosen from the directors.
By a resolution passed by a majority of the whole board, under
suitable provision of the
to
designate two or more of their number to constitute an executive committee, which committee shall, for
the time being, as provided In said
s,
resolution, or In the
have
and exercise any or all the powers of
tne board or directors, which may
be lawfully delegated, In the management of the business and affairs
of the corporation, and shall have
power to authorize the seal of the
corporation to be affixed to all papers
which may requlro It.
The board of directors and the
executive committee shall, except as
by
otherwise provided
law, have
power to act In the following manner, viz.: u resolution In writing,
signed as affirmatively approved by
all the members of the board of directors or by all the members of the
executive or other committee, and
thereafter with original or with duplicated signatures Inserted in the
recorded minutes and properly dated,
shall be deemed to be action by such
board or such committee, as the case
may be, to the' extent therein
expressed, with the same force and effect as if the same had been duly
passed by the same vote at a regularly convened meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
may prescribe the numthe
ber of directors to constitute a quorum at their meeting, and such number may be less than a majority of
the whole number.
The corporation reserves the right
to amend, alter, change or repeal
any provision contained In this certificate In the manner now or hereafter prescribed by statute for the
amendment of the certificate of Incorporation.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this
"th day of March, 1907.
(L. 8.)
W. P. JOHNSON,
A. R. McOAFFEY,
(L. S.)
W. 8. STRICKLER,
(I., ft.)
W. S. HOPEWELL,
(L. 8.)
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of Bernalillo.
On this the 7th day of March, 1907,
before me personally appeared W. P.
McOaffey, W. S.
Johnson,
A. H.
Strickler and W. S. Hopewell, to me
persons
to
known
be the
described In
and who executed the foregoing
Instrument and they acknowledged
that they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal the day
and year last above written.
it. M. MERRITT.
(SKAU)
Notary Public.
by-la-
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SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

THE STOMACH.
MV but neonlea llnma.1,1 J' a--..
lot of trouble. I offered to wsjer some
ooctore in St.
Psul, M i a a , ,
thit one half of
II sickness is

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. siov.ooo

caused by th
tomach. After
I assured them
that my medi-cin- e
did nothing

but put tha

stomach ioshap
nd they had
pent a day list
ening to what
people who call
c. n. rownx,
ed on me had to
aav. thev had tn
agree with me. They heard people come in
nd tell me that for year they had been near
the grave with Bright' disease, or lung
trouble, or kidney complaint and all man
ner of diseases and that the New Discovery
had oured them. Of course these people
were mistaken, it waa nothing but their
stomachs. As matter of fact when the
tomach gives out most everything else is
thrown out of order too.
When
person feela tired and dull and
despondent, is loosing flesh and don't
leep well, haa a poor memory,
bad

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Amp'

taste in the mouth, coated tongue, and
other trouble he's liable to believe lot
of things are the matter with him. Nina
chances to one it's hi stomach. I've
aeen Cooper' New Discovery bring back
health to too many people in just thie
hape to believe anything else. Here'
letter about it:
"I suffered for a long time without
knowing just what wa the matter with
me. I seldom felt like eating. I lost
greatly in weight. My digestion wa ex
extremely poor and when I did eat I
invariably suffered afterward. I wa con
stipated and frequently suffered from nerve
racking, violent headache. When I heard
of what the Cooper remedies were doing
for other I resolved to try them."
"Relief came with the first bottle. My
appetite and digestion improved rapidly.
I am no longer constipated nor do I have
those dreadful headaohe. I deep well
and am gaining flesh." C. H. Powell, 13
Harrison Addition. Duluth, Minn.

SAVINGS

ON

Maana and

DEPOSITS

IJiurpaMJd Facllltla.

Extends te Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $16,00.00.

and

Boliclt

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier: W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

DErosnxmY

for tub atchisox, topeka and santa fe iwr

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

s,

We are citing immense quantities of
these medicine and our customer express

OMCKRB ANO DMKCTOR
JOSHUA
RAYNOLDS
Pradttoat
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEH
Caahler
R. A. FROST
Aulaiant Caahler
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

a

great satisfaction.
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by-la-

by-la-

No.
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KX DOUSED:
8S6. Cor. Kec'd. Vol. 5,

J.

4

u.
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romiroRY

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor AtckUoa, Topeka

W. RAYNOLDS,

Secretary.

00CXCK0C0
Write us For Catalogue of
PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

5
g

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

2J2

Comp'd. M. L. to E.
Territory of New' Mexico, )
laws.
(ss.
The foregoing clauses shall be con
)
County of lternallllo.
strued both as objects and powers,
original
is a
which
The
of
but no recitation, expression or decla- copy was tiled for record onthis
18th
ration of specltlc or special powers day or March, 1907 at 10 o the
clock a.
or purposes herein enumerated shall m.
be deemed to be exclusive; but it Is
Recorded In Vol.
of records of
hereby expressly declared that all
.
county, folio
other lawful powers not Inconsistent said
A. E. WALKER.
therewith are hereby included.
Recorder.
Capital Authorised.
My IDA L. PLUMMER,
IV. The corporation Is authorized
Deputy
Recorder.
to Issue capital stock to the extent
of five hundred
thousand
dollars
( f r.oo.000.00),
divided into live thou- CI.RTIl'ICATi; OF COMPARISON.
par
nhareg
(5.0(10)
valuo Territory of New Mexico, office of
for the
sand
of ono hundred (100.00) dollars each.
the secretary.
Capital Subscribed.
I, J. W. Raynolds. secretary of the
V. The capital stock with which territory
of New Mexico, do hereby
the corporation will commence busi- certify that
there was filed for recness Is subscribed by the incorporain
ord
this
ollice at nine o'clock u.
tors as follows:
m., on the sixteenth day of March,
Amt. A.
No. of Shares.
Name.
1). 1907.
6,000 (Vrl
W. P. Johnson
60
lllcate of
of Stock6,000
A. It. McUaffey
60
holders of Tlio Santa liar barn
6,000
W. S. Hopewell
60
Tlo
Company.
Polo
and
6,000
W. 8. Strickler
6"
(No. 4827.) ;
and, also that I have compared the
$24,000
Total
copy
following
of the same, with the
The postoffice address of each of original
now on file, and dethe incorporators Is 117 West Oold clare It thereof
to be a correct transcript
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
therefrom and of the whole thereLimitation on stockholders Potter to of.
Examine Mik U anil Trans(liven under my hand and the
fer Hooks.
ereat
of the territory of New
VI. The corporation shall keep at Mexico,seal
at the city of Santa Fe, the
Its registered office In this territory capital, on
day of March, A.
the transfer books. In which the I)., 1907. this lflth
registerbe
shall
stock
of
transfers
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
ed, and the stock books, which shall
Secretary of New Mexico.
contain the names and addresses of
the stockholders und the number of Till; SANTA IlltltllA TIE AX I)
shares held by them respectively,
POI.i; COMPANY.
which shall at all times during the
usual hours for business be open to tVrlllleato of Non-1- . lability of Stockthe Inspection of a stockholder In
holder.
person with respect to his Interest as
This Is to certify that the undersuch stockholder, or for a purpose signed, being all the original Incorgermajie to his status, as such, upon porators, who have filed the certiapplication in writing to the register- ficate of incorporation of this iom-paned agent of the corporation In charge
The Santa Barbara Tie and
of such office and having tho cus- Pole Company, thereby
associating
tody of fcttid buokat, but the registered themselves Into a corporation, under
agent nuiy refuse pernus-dm- i
to any und by virtue of the provisions of

NORTH SECOND ST..

0CCCCCO0C0O00 0C0CC)tKXi0C)0C)00

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

52.

THE SANTA BARBARA TIE AND
POLE COMPANY.
Certificate of
of Stockholders.
Filed In office of secretary of New
Mexico, March 16, 1907, 9 a. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
Secretary.
Comp'd M. F. to I
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of Bernalillo.
The original of which this Is a
copy was filed for record on the 18th
day of March, 1907 at 10 o'clock a.
Non-Liabili- ty

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

m.

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK
MITORY. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed
proposals, plainly marked on the outside of the sealed envelope, "Proposals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
School, New Mexico," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C will be received at the Indian Ofllce until two
o'clock p. ni. of March 21, 1907. for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials ana labor required
to construct and complete a brick
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
and electric lighting at the Santa
Fe school. New Mexico, In Btrlct accordance with plans, specifications
and Instructions to bidders
which
may be examined at this office, the
otllces of the "Improvement
Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
Contractor,' 'Chicago. 111.; "Citizen."
Albuquerque. N. M.; "New Mexican,"
Santa Fe, N. M.: "Evening Herald."
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Traders' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St
Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Asso.,
Northwestern
Manufacturers'
St. Paul, Wis.; U. S. Indian Warehouses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
and New Vork. and at the school.
For further Information apply to C.
J. Crandall. Supt.. Santa Fe. N. M.
C. V. LARRABEE, Acting Commissioner.

$500,OOMI
$2 50,000.0

Santa Fe Railway Company

Recorded In Vol.
of records of
.
county, folio
Page said
A. E. WALKER.
Recorder.
AND By IDA L. PLUMMER.
Deputy Recorder.

MARMARA TI K
POLK COMPANY.
CHARTER.
Filed in office of secretary of New
Mexico, March 16, 1907, 9 a. m.
SANTA

an act of the legislative assembly of
the territory of New Mexico, entitled,
"An Act to regulate the formation
and government of corporations for
mining,
manufacturing,
industrial
nnd other pursuits," approved March
15,1905, for and on behalf of themselves,
all other stockholders who
may become associated with them,
and said corporation, do hereby declare that there shall be no stockholders liability on account of any
stock Issued by the said corporation,
and that all stockholders of said corporation shall be exempt from all
liability on account of any stock Issued to, or held by them, except "itch
liability for the amount of capital
certified to have been actually paid.
In property or cash, at the time of
commencement of business, as provided for and in accordance with Section 23 of the said act of the legislative assembly, under which said
corporation is organized.
In witness whereof, tho said incorporators of the said incorporation
have hereunto set their hands and
seals on this the Seventh day p$
Aiarcn, iui.
(Signed:)
W. P. JOHNSON,
(Seal)
A. B. McGAFFEY.
(Seal)
W. S. STRICKLER,
(Seal)
W. S. HOPEWELL.
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
County of Bernalillo.
)
On this the 7th day of March, 1907,
before me personally appeared W. P.
McGaffey, W. S.
A.
Johnson,
B.
Strickler and W. S. Hopewell, to me
known to be the persons described in
and who executed the foregoing
Instrument and they acknowledged
that they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal the day
and year last above written.
R. M. MERRITT,
Notary Public.
(SEAL.)
ENDORSED:
No. 4827, Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page

Paint Now

DOR-

How to Remain Young.
To continue young In health
and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan,
McDonough, (Ja.. did.
She tay9:

'Three bottle of Electric Bitters

cur-

ed me of chronic liver and Btomach
trouhle complicated with such an
unhealthy condition
of
the blood
that my skin turned red as flannel.
I am now practically 20 years young-

er than before I took Electric Bitters. I can now do all my work with
ease and assist in my husband's
store."
riur'anteed at all dealeri.
Price 50.

before the vines are green and climbing In your way, before the
flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. "Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint Itself, you can get mim
better lota worse than If your baying ef paints, oils, varnishes,
tty.
etc.. Is done at
RIO

0)0

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED JS7J.

L. H. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries tn
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
J

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

OtOatOtOftOtOtaotKXt
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement

First and Marquette

aid

Rex Flintkote Rooting

Albuquerque, New Mexico

hwday,

MAnni it,

it

'ALBUQUEEQUE

NOTHING TOO GOOD FOR BABY

RICH 101

23

n

We have Juki rcocJixl a com
plcle lin of the celebrated
ts
for the
Carta for the large one. CoAie
small babies, and the Faltoo
and get first selection.

ft

!

EVENING

CITIZEN.

WILL CAN CHRISTIAN

BE SHOWN AT

SCIENTIST

JAMESTOWN

ASK FOR

Ready for your Spring Suit?
The Spring Rush for New Clothe. Will Soon Set in
and Everybody Will Want Everything Right Away.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW. There', no
Clothing Better Than

Go-Car-

Go-ear- ly

plexing Law Officers of
Treasury Department.

duced in Full.
UFAELU

CO..

FURNITURE

SlCCHSOf

I

.

:S

Norfolk. Va., March 19. It would
Washington, D. C, March 19.
be difficult to think of anything that The senate committee on military af- could be added to give variety to the iairs wnicn nas been investigating th
Jamestown exposition. With its his- affair at Brownsville, Texas, in which
toric features and its historic sur- the negro troops are charged with
roundings, the beauty of Its environs, having shot up the town, was dron
Its location on the seashore, more ing along the other d.iy listening to
properly on the shores of Hampton witnesses una hearing a technical de

DENVER & RI0TIAB0N TO HAVE
NEW SAVINGS

TO GALLUP

BANK

After Sheep and Coa- l- Sur- Las Vegas Mercantile Comveys Made From Fannlng-to- n
pany Incorporates for
to Carbon City.
$50,000.
iver, Colo., March

19.

Prellm- -

laary esrveys for the extension of the

Apt,l'l of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Las Vegas Mercantile company.
Principal place of business at Las
Vegas, San Miguel county. Territorial agent Samuel W. Hallock,
Las
Vegas. Capital stock, $50,000, ofdivided into five hundred shares of the
par value of $100 each, commencing
business with $2,100. Object, grocery
and provision business. Duration,
I'fty years. Incorporators, George Sv.
Wessel, Samuel W. Hallock, Fred O.
P.lood. John Shank, and Hugh L.
Wheeer, all of East Las Vegas.
Savings Bank of Tiaban. Principal
place of business at Tiaban, Roosevelt
county. Territorial agent, Joe Sherman, at Tiaban. Capital stock, $16,-00divided into one
and fifty shares of the parhundred
value of $100
each. Object, banking business. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
Langdon C. West and John Anderson, both of Mountain View,
Oklahoma; Myer Rohnick of Melrose. Joe
Sherman, W. M. Wilson and G. W.
Wilson, all of Tiaban.
The Dayton Development company. Principal place of business at
Dayton. Eddy county. Territorial
agent, F. N. Bruce at Dayton. Capital
stock $26,000, divided into one thousand Shares of the nnr valim rf ton
each. Object. Dromotine entpmrlnoa
iiuraiiwn, nriy years. Incorporators,
John B. Heck, F. N. Bruce, J. C.
Xxr u Wilson. T. A. Pfnrna Tnhn
G. W. Chlsholm, G. Plnnell. William
a.
van
loung, h.
Epps, R. T. Faulkner,- A. H. Kent, R. K. Chlpmnn, 3.
W. Frank. D. C Mnnnuu
a
Pearson, Annie Therneau, J. L. Edge
.
r. itogers, 'aul Howes, A. S.
Durrum, E. F. Cooper, R. H. H.
Burnett. Ira Mnriran nnrt Inhn ti
King, all of Dayton.
Lone Star Lumber eomnnnv Prin
cipal place of business at Melrose,
'

lUo Grande Western railway from
ParmJagton to Gallup, N. M., to tap
aew eoal fields and a prosperous sheep
district, have been made. The pro
posed !m will be about 200 miles In
length and will give the Denver &
Rio Grande connections with the
Santa Fe at Gallup. The former road
will by this means receive the long
haul on some of the shipments destined to points In Arizona on the
Santa, Pe.
Immense coal deposits were
unearthed south of Duraneo.
Colorado. The Denver & Rio Grande
through subsidiary companies, has
secured control or much of the coal
land. The logical markets for this
fuel ere in New Mexico, Arizona and
he southern part of California. By
snaking connections with the Santa
Fe the coal may be sent by a direct
route to Arizona and California.
The first intimation of the rroDOsed
extension from Farmlngton to Gallup
ta given In the balance sheet of the
Denver ft Rio Grande railway of No- vemoer 30, 1906, which has Just been
made public. Charges for several ad
vance surveys are recorded.
The
principal one is the Gallup extension.
utner advance surveys are from
Sargents, a station
near Marshall
pass, to White Pine, a camp several
miles from the main line of the company. A survey for extensions to the
La Plata lines In the San Juan coun
te-another for the Wamlnuche pass
ne, ana ror tne rando second track,
Pan do lies west of Tennessee doss.
The Denver & Rio Grande railway
in improving Its main east and west
ne in anticipation of the completion
f the Western Pacific, building from
Halt Lake City to San Francisco,
when the Denver & Rio Grande will
he used as one of the principal links
in tne George J. Gould transconti
RoOSeVelt COUntv. TWrllnflral
ental railroad.
John E. Love, at Melrose. Capital
u,uuu, divided Into four hunsiocK,
dred shares nf thA mi. vn in. nt tinn
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
Object,
each.
dealing In lumber and
When a man has trobule with his
supplies.
Duration tiftv
stomach you may know that he Is building
Incorporators,
B.
eating more than he should or of years.
William
some article of food or drink not Dodson, John E. Love and Keenan
C.
Chllders,
all of Melrose.
suited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habltua'ly
onstlpated.
Take
Chamberlain's
local applications, as they cannot
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu- by
reach tha diseased portion of the ear.
late the bowels and Improve
the
w euro aearnesa,
digestion and see If the trouble does and that la by constitutional
remedies.
ot disappear.
Ask for a free sam- Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eusple. Bold by all druggists.
tachian Tube. When this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imper- .
.
fWt hfturin. m r 1
i.
NEW
closed.
Deafness is
un- -.
and
,
I H
w
h. lr,MaM.lnH the result,
nd this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever;
AT
nine cases out of ten are caused
by
Catarrh which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
1
WA- Will
vl - nA
..... p..v
(41 B JOT
AVU
w. II..-- .,
(caused by catarrh)
The openiiiK of the new First Na- any case of Deafness uuiiuicu
vuicu oy nan
tional Rank building of Farmlngton, Cure.
.rV. Send
for circulars free.
N. If., last week was celebrated In a
at CO., Props..
r. j. LMtNlil
anlque manner.
The day was obSold by all DruggLts.
served as a public holiday and the enT&k6 Hall'm L'amlln Dill.
i tire population gave Itself over to enjoyment and to participation in a
specially arranged program prepared XICK
PRKS1DKXT MAKKS lXnt
by the ofnclals of the bank. In addir. nrilll'K DAY ADDRKKKKS
tion to an entertainment given in the
Chicairo.
Mareh" " 14v. MLB t, 1C- i building Itself, various prize contests (lent Fairbanks,
f
whn was
were Inaugurated and the new Farm- the
central figure in St. Patrick's day
lngton bank gave a concert, foot ball
unaer the auspices of
and athletic games were indulged In locuiuuons,
.1 .
Irish Fptlnt&'ahlr, ,I..K
during the afternoon while the even- the
parts
vurlous
of the city four ad- ing wus given over to a spelling match
uneiiueu a tuncneoii and
and a Mother Goose contest.
banquet
1LC

1
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NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
By Authority

of tho City Council of
tlm City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an elec.
tion will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 16, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m ,
of said day, ut the following voting
places:
First Ward City hall.
Second Ward Office
of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of Justice of
Peace, George Craig, South Third
street.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.

Attest:
HARRY F. LEE,
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)

scription of the bullets fround In ths
street, when Senator Scott, of West
Virginia, wno naa been reading a
paper, looked up drearily and said,
better hurry along with tho hni- lets; we may need them In this war
with Japan the papers are trvinir to

get up."
"Don't you think they will shoot
that far?" asked Senator Hulkeley,
of Connecticut.
Whether they will or not." re
torted Senator Foraker with some
warmth," if ever we have a war with
Japan or anybody else, we will need
the negro troops and the treatment
accorded these men at Brownsville Is
not encouraging
to negroes who
would like to serve their country."
There has not been an opportunity
presented during this hearing that
Mr. Foraker has not expressed his
great admiration for the work of the
colored troops.
Officials of the treasury department

Kohn Bros. Union Made Clothing
from OIO to

There Is an air of activity about
the treasury department, among a
certain class of employes since the
arrival of George B. Cortelyou as the
head of that department that was not
In evidence during the previous
adMr. Cortelyou went to
ministration.
the treasury department preceded by
the reputation of entertaining the old
fashioned notion of expecting every
man to give a full day's work to the
government In return for the salary
I nele Sam paid him. In the corridor
of the second floor of the big building In the end occupied by the secre
tary and his three assistants there are
enough colored messengers to form a
good sized meeting. For months it
has been the habit of these messengers to gather during the day and
relate to each other the good times
Ihey had the night before and indulge
In reminincences of various
sorts.
There never did appear to be any good
reason ror this numerous contingent
of messengers unless It was to make
an assault on the
pay roll.
All this has changed. These mes
sengers no longer lounge about the
corridors. They have all unexpectedly found there Is something for them
to do und they seem to be able to do
it.
Mr. Cortelyou also stopped the
habit of officials having their shoes
uhlned by messenKers during office
hours.
hen the secretary wants his
shoes polished he goes outside or has
a bootblack from the streets do It,
and pays the usual charge. There is
one messenger, who having been a
barber In his day, has been In the
habit of shaving clerks and cutting
hair. This practice also has become
a thing of the past. There will be
no more barber shops in any part of
me ireasuryv
Mr. Cortelyou does
not permit any of the messengers to
do work at his residence after office
hours unless they ure paid for It. It
has long been a custom of some cabinet officers and Fume of their assistants to have their favorite mes
sengers act as butler and a visitor nt
such homes in the evening was sure
to be met at the door by the same
person who stood Kuard at the official's door during the day time. As
this necessarily led to laxity of office

$23

New Style Spring Derby's. Dunlap & Hawes Arrived
A complete line of Boys' Clothing. Also Men's Furnishings in
stock

M.

IW

AM DELL

I

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

discipline, Mr. Cortelyou will not tol- eime it. Messengers ana confidential
clerks of bureau chiefs are not now
leaving the Ireimirv hnllillnv ,.r no..
sonal errands for their chiefs quite so
irequenuy as in me pnst. As these
peculiarities nf tho haiu
.rntaru
came to be known among the various
divisions men whose duty it Is to
serve the public are now paying mora
attention to that service and less to
meir personal arralrs.

are wrestling with a new proposition
that threatens to test the legal acumen of Its law officers. The question
is whether a Christian Sctenlst
can

conscientiously ask for sick leave. As
each clerk must present a physician's
certificate when absent on account of
Illness more than three days, employes who are followers of Mrs. Eddy's cult are In a dilemma.
The question has brought before
the department a Baltimore customs
Inspector who Is a Christian Scientist
who took sick leave and asked If he
might give the certificate of a Christian Scientist healer. This Inspector,
however. Insisted that he was not sick
In the ordinary sense of the word. "1
am not sick," he said. "My physician
is overcoming the mental and as soon
as I am mentally dominated again 1
shall be all right."
The official, to whom this request
was addressed, replied that while this
might be true, It was still a fact that
the physical body of the Inspector had
not been at work In Its accustomed
place and that the only excuse that
could be accepted would be a certificate from a physician that he was unable to work. The follower of Mrs.
Eddy must now commit what his
brethern call an "error" or go without pay for time lost
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Is Offered for th eantura rf
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer ot Bm
aetto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed in Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ALMANAC

EVENTS.
Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Day;

March 11.
March 14.
March 25.
March 29
March SI

OF

May
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ruary

C. A. and C.

Good Friday.
A.
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Does coffee disagree with youT
Probably it does!
Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" is a clever combination of parched cereala and nuts. Not a grain of
RIGATION.
real coffee, remember, in Dr.
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
matcnes closely old Java and Mocha
Coffee.
If your stomach, heart or
cant stan1 coftee drinking,
Event Marks the Bealnnlnaiklaneys
ry Health Coffee. It is wholesome.
.
,
nourisning and satisfying.
It's nice
oi rccciamauon oi Ana
even for the youngest child. Sold by
j.
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Automatic-- Phono 4J1.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

A.

MAUGER

W. E.
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Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M.,
and

oat conven

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

the

CITATUM

All Kinds of

DENVER

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

MEN AND WOMEN.
Cm Big lfor nntnrml

7.

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

s

S. K. IIOOPER,
Cencrul Passenger et Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

I'

A. GLEY8TER

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATBr
NOTARY PUBLIC.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

bicoii

Fresh and Salt

Steam Sausage Factory.
ESIIL KXIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

g

am a oi

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
urain ana jruei.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Uqnorsana cigars, place your orders feat
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

The...
"SHORT LINE"
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Secretary Mutual Bnlldln
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COMING IX OCT. OF THE COLD tlon. Of Bee
at 917 West TTslli um
we
appreciate a perfectly
avenue.
heated
house, but It is not every house that
ia properiy warmed. If yourf Is lacking in any way, or if you are undecided what Is the best system to Install In a new house and need Information that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble.
with Raube and Vauger
We are specialists for hot water, hot
Offioe, 115 North First St.
air and steam heating.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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TO J. D. EMMONS.
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MOTrS
Cimarron, Kan., March 17. A significant event hare was the unloading
of a carload of large gasoline engines
for irlrgatlng purposes a few day
ago.
engines were fifteen,
The
twelve and ten horse power, especially adapted for Irrigating, and will bo
used by men who are the pioneers In
beet growing at this place.
This marks the beginning of what
will very likely make Cimarron a second Garden City In the not distant future.
Practically the same conditions obtain here as at Garden City
as fur as natural resources are concerned.
There is a broad stretch of
Arkansas river land where water may
be obtained in inexhaustible quantities at a depth of only from twelve to
eighteen feet, the celebrated "underflow' "of the Arkansas being clearly
In evidence.
The soil Is perfectly
adapted to beet culture, and Its value
for raising alfalfa and all kinds of
other crops has already been well
demonstrated.
The unloading m tne large irrigating engines shows that the people
mean business and it will not be long
until Cimarron will require a factory.
season twenty acres of beel3
lAt
were planted and this season there
will be over 160. The experimental
stage has Just passed and the "sugar
belt" Is coming eastward from Garden City.
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ENGICES FOR IR

Nalley Land.
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Easter Sunday.
Memorial Day of O.

4.
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Cromwell BWk,
Telephone No.

14
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Give u your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get it back We)dnadjy.
Imperial Laundry Co.

A6E

The great majority of men and wo-aiat the age of GO years begin to
feel the iirst nlgns of udvancing aga
in some form of kidney trouble and
bladder weakness.
Few are entirely
free from that torturous disease,
rheumatism, which Is not a disease in
Itself, but a symptom of deranged
function of the kidneys, which have
become clogged and sluggish, failing
In their duly of sifting and straining
the poisonous waste mutter, uric acid,
etc., from the blood, permitting it to
remain and decompose, settling about
the Joints and muscles, causing Intense pain and suffering.
The bladder, however, causes the
old folklls the most annoyance, especially at night and early morning.
A noted authority In u recent article stated that he has wonderful tmee
ses with the
"vegetable
treatment." He states: "of sixteen
eases of bladder troubles and rheumatism which have been treated with
this treatment only one very complicated case failed to fully yield to its
remarkable inlluenee. it is the most
harmless treatment 1 have ever found
to clean the
of rheumatic poisons; remove irritation of the bladder
and relieve urinary dillii ulti s of
people.
It is a true vi!a!i.ins
tonic to the entire kidney and urinary structure, reinviijor.UHig the
system."
What he terms "old vegetable
of the following
treatment" con.-is- u
simple prescription, the ingredient-- in
hu h can lie obtained from any good
pharmuy at small cost: Compound
Kargun, one ounce; Fluid Kxir.i'".
I I'tnilelkm,
f
d
ounce;
Synii S.irs.'ipurilla.
ihree
ounce.. Shake well In a bottle and
Uk.j in teaspoonlul doses after ea h
meal and upon going to bed; also
rink plenty of water. This prescihi.
li in. though simple, Is always effi -'
live in tile disea-eand alilictions .if
the kidney unii bludder.
one-hal-

Roads, its great gathering of the warships of the world and its camp of
soldiers from all the great nations,
Its industrial exhibits, its conventions
and its sports; its warpath with a
multiplicity of features entirely new;
surely It would be difficult to think
of greater diversity.
All the crafts will be represented
there and all the eectlons of the
world, even from the far Philippines
and Japan and China, but doubtless
no feature will appeal more to the
crowd that "lOl" ranch, which will
transport to Sewcll's point all of thj
accessories or the American plain and
show the life of the great west as It
may still be found, though may not
long remain.
This wild west show
will be different from all
have
gone before in that while that
It will In
elude all the attractions of the others,
11 wiu snow ruuen more.
Lat year the National Editorial as
sociation was entertained
at this
ranch in Oklahoma and the lournal
Ists voted they were entertained as
never beiore. As an outdoor amuse
ment the ranch will be the most ex
tensive of the opposition concessions.
A large field is required for the Der
formances, while the quarters must
be elaborate to house and feed so
large an outfit.
The seating capacity
of the amphitheater will be 15,000.
In the show are more than 600
cowboys and cowgirls, Indians and
Mexicans.
There is to be the largest
neru or Durralo, it is said, owned by
any private individual In the world
A drove of fifty
longhorned Texas
steers is counted upon to make things
wnen
lively
give an
the
exhibition of rounding up and lariat
in rowing.
The equipment will Include an
Indian village.
There Is. of
course, a large supply of firearms and
ammunition and many other things
tnai win require many trains to
Special features will Include Muhall
and her trained horse, "Governor;"
George Elser, the champion
trick
rider of the world: the wonderful
Pickett, who leaps from the back of
his horse to that of a wild steer In
full flight, and throws the beast by
wrencning his nose; White Eagle, an
Indian chief, who figured In the Custer massacre; the Indian prlncesa.
(White Star);
Big
Wolf, the highest .ranking chief of the
Cheyennes, and Little Hold, the chief
oi tne i'oncas.
The exposition will be In the form
of a wild west show, embracing daring exploits on horse and foot by cow.
boys, Indians and Mexicans; feats of
running, riding and rifle shooting; ex.
hlbitlons of broncho-bustinbranding and finally a reproduction of an attack of Sioux
on an emigrant train.
This
will wind up with the burning of a
lung line of prairie schooners by the
redskins.
rs
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From $15 to $30
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The Washington

Feature of Rapidly Disappear Sick Leave Is Question Per
fng Western Life Repro-

L W. V.

PAOK KEVim.
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Its Location

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE STSTEM LEADNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK w l GUAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 I'EOTLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
PATENT ROM.ER MI LI CAPACITY ISO BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY JN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
N. M

T
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COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
.QHN BECKER,

Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

A

Railway Center

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF TIIE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER TIIE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO nELEX. EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN-
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DEEDS.

PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH .MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-
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I'fi QfTlF
SHOES

I

Fair InnlRht and Wednesdn)
ir In northern portion.

Attend the skating link tonight.
of Dubuque, town. Is In
tho rlty.
John S. O'Hure.
f Kansas t'lty,
Is here today.
J. Adnnis,

$2 00 to $4.00
- $1.65 to $5.00
$1.00 to $2.50

BRIO HAM

C. N.

2nd.
Headquarters for Coffee
Our LeadersThe Celebrated RichelieuCoffees

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, 25c and 25c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

Una, 85c.
.Una, $1.00.

b.
lb

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

1.0.

1-

2-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

..

GEO. W. BICKOX

T. T. StAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
The ah en

front

sotrrn second st.

ciinic In yesterday nnd Is spending
a few days In the city.
The Fraternal Order of Kagles will
meet tonight at Hed Men a hall. Re
ficshments will bu a feature of the
evening.
A Gates excursion train carrying
seven cars of New lork people ar
rived from the west at 1 o'clock this
afternoon and continued east after a
stop of about thirty minutes.
Special conclave of Pilgrim
No. 3, Knights Templar, this
evening at 8 o'clock. Work in the
Templar degree. Hy order of the 10.
C. J. C. Ferger, recorder.
Instead of attending to business of
the city last night, the city council
x- attended a reception tendered
C.overnor lloss and General Cameron
ut tho Presbyterian church.
Do not miss the millinery open
ing at Mrs. Coverdale s Friday and
Saturday, March 22 nnd 23. A com
plete line of seasonable millinery on
exhibit. Everyone cordially Invited
Charles Hums, who died Saturday,
was burled in Santa Harbara cemetery
this afternoon, after the funeral serv
ices, which were held at the Church
of the Immaculate Conception.
A. J. Maloy has returned from Kl
Paso, accompanied by his son, Tad
Maloy, who was employed at the
Sheldon hotel, but was compelled to
come home on account of sickness.
A meeting of the ladles of St.
John's Guild will be held tomorrow
afternoon at the home of Mrs. U. S,
Kodie.
All members are requested to
be present and ;oin la the sewing.
Williams, the dentist,
Dr. B, .M.
re.,
. ,v.
t ......
i
i . .. t
IUUU
lUtllCU Ull IIIU IIIIWIUU
tioill sL
trip to Lma Vegas.
j business
When
asked what was doing up at tho
Meadow City, I)r. Williams said:
"Nothing."
A. P. Smlthcrs, former postoftlce
inspector for New Mexico, but now
auditor for Denver county, Colo.,
in the city
attending court.
Mr.
Smlthers Is called here to testify In
case,
a postoftlce
which will come up
ut this term of united States court,
A crowd that filled
big
Eyler's
tent, pitched at the corner of Lead
avenue and south Second street, to
the ticket stand, standing room included, saw the "King of the Cattle
King" performance last night, with
evident delight
There will be a meeting of the com
mittee appointed last night for the
purpose of consulting with Gen.
Cameron, the Kansas hermit, tomorrow afternoon, at 4 o'clock, at the
olllce of It. W. D. Bryan, in the First
National bank building.
Mors. Garden, of 402 West Silver
avenue, will have as a guest tomor-roMrs. K. G. Dean, of Wichita,
Kan. Mrs. Dean is returning to her
home, having spent the winter In Los
Angeles.
She wilt remain here a
week as Mrs. Garden's guest.
Roy Corhan received a letter this
morning from Frank Selee, manager
of the Pueblo Indians, telling him to
call at the Santa Fe ticket office and
get transportation and to report at
the Oxford hotel, Pueblo, not later
than the morning of March 28th. Koy
will be there with the goods.
The condition of Curtis McCollum,
the Injured man at the hospital, remains unchanged.
Ills physician is
unable to notice any perceptible variance In his strange case during the
last two weeks. The fact that the
man does not grow any weaker has a
tendency to encourage his friends for
his recovery In time.
An entertainment will ke given tonight at the First Methodist Episcopal church under the auspices of tho
W. C. T. V., of Albuquerque, by the
boys
of the Ilarwood
Industrial
school. The program will Include literary and musical numbers, both vocal and instrumental.
Thespeaking
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Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad

Co.

Avenue

.

1

A Rarebit
to be
.should be made
in a Slanninif, Bowman Crating l)ih.
AliTajrs.'ca'.y, no worrying aiujut firea.
S:.aplya mutch, and in afcv minute
the
properlj-preparr-

&

m

Co.

Chafing Dish
haa produced a dainty monel to regale
your guest. ue aure to arc t!it your
c'ulirn dinri is supplied with tha
patented Hamlrai 'Ivory"
clril food iau found only ininim.;,
Man-pin,-

Lowman & Co. Ciianng IUalics.
FOR SALC

BV

Wagner
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
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Diamond.
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THE

Diamond
RAILROAD

WatcUi. J.w.lrr. Cit Glu...

mi

guarantee

A

Clocks.

Palace
AVE.

SUverwir.

SQUARE DEAL.

Wednesday

afternoon,

"

r

WOTO MINIM
March

You'll

the entire furnishings of a
house. Furniture consists In part of
$90 Miller range, kitchen tables, utensils, dishes, cooking
and heating
stoves, refrigerator, dining tables and
chairs, sideboard, bookcase, chiffonier, hall
tree, 20 iron ueds and
springs, folding bed, dressers, wash-stand- s,
wardrobes, piano; In fact, furniture enough to start a small hotel.
Goods absolutely sanitary and In
good order.
Inspect Tuesday before
sale nnd convince yourself of the
truth of the above statement.
SCOTT KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
m

Shine

Miss Plillbrlck's
Kindergarten
Is now looated In the Woman's club
building, 814 West Gold avenue. New
pupils will be received at any time
during the remainder of this month.

:

DRINK TEXAS CAHLSRAD MINERAL WATER AND KEEP WELL.
FOR SALE UY GROCERS AND
DRUGGISTS.
We do it right, HOCGII DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Copyright
H'wt Rchflffpi-

anxious

about

your appearance.
We Sell

& Marx
clothes, and that
means quality
and style.

1907 by
-

i

Hart' Schaffner

'if Marx

CO.

HONEY

10 lbs.

milk 4

IF' IP

COAL

ur

COUNTY

In business or society, if you come
to us for clothes;
you needn't be

Im-

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.60
Cerrlllos Lump
ule.
$6.50
68.50
Chief of Police McMillln is In re Anthracite Nnt
ceipt of a telennitu from Sheriff Cod Anthracite mixed
$0.00
dlngton of (iailup telling him to be Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
on the look out for Isnacio nibcra.
sizes
$9.50
who shot and killed Frederico Brega
$6.00
at tiallup Sunday. Ribera Is thought Clean Gaa Coke
WOOD.
in nave come this way, and as he
Green Mill Wood, per load. . . .$2.25
was a native of Mexico, would probably try to escape to his own country.
W.
&
The murderer Is described as being
o reel
K
inches in height, smooth
Doth
Plionen.
shaved and pockmarked, and when
last seen had on tan shoes.

H. HAHN

S

20,

1:30 sharp, at new Reynolds building
on east Railroad avenue, I will sell

er

BERANLILLO

"

I

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Nice

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal. '
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
21.00.

DISTRICT COUR
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CUT7.F.N

Walk-Ov- er

the test tor railroad work and lumbering
kll alman an11 otfter brands.
ucucr
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CMA HJJ
& FIRST
STREET

NORTH

115-11- 7

BetweenRaflroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

STOVES. RANGES. ENAMELED
SADDLERY.

KITCHEN WARE. KOSTLAN WASHING

-

-

-

MACHINES

HARNESS

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Ed?e Tools and Cutlery

John Deere
.... ........ .w
- - " ' ' nnd Imnlemenk
" w" Plnwc
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
Winona Wagons
w

q

till

MILLINERY
Mrs.

OPENING

D,

an-

a

fci

Opening

Friday. March

22,

Wholesale Distributors

Harvesting Machinery

at 2 o'clock, and continuing
all day Saturday and evening.
Our new spring styles In white and
gray canvas Oxfords for women are
ready for your Inspection.
We have
them with all leather and covered
wooden heels, and they make the
daintiest and most comfortable foot
wear for warm weather.
C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
KAFFIR CORN FOR CHICKEN
I'KK.I).
COSTS NO MORE THAN
W HEAT AND IS FAR BETTER.
E. W. FEE,
60 1 S. FIRST ST.
'PHONE

l.

WATCH FOR THE
PROGRAM
FOR THE imoTIIEKIIOOII CON- 'El IT Till RsDAY EVENING.
MISSION 25 CENTS.

O

Slot Made by the Trust i.
Lightest Running. Strongest. Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

o
ft

Write For Prices

mouth rirt mtr..t
its.401,tta.403,117.North
rtr.t tr..t

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

l.

"BEAN" SOCIAL
mi.

Oxfords or high cuts as you may choose
A trial will convince you that you should always wear Walk-Over-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

FRESH TOMATOES.
NATIVE ASPARAtilS.
NATIVE RHEI'RARR.
OYSTER Pl.VNTS,
'
HEAD I.ETIICE,
RVDISIIES.
NEW POTATOES, ETC..
AT M ALOY'S.
o

To Chicken Feeders.
Alausard's Mills are selling good
wneat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.

n.R.

$3.50 and $4.00

D

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlet
Tmusaotlons

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying: something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
ind women to sell Its policies.
E CANNOT

Cuar.Blo.a

ROSENFIEID'S.
s

$

K

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Coverdale
nounces her Spring Millinery
D.

you have never "bean" to one you
AM) will enjoy
the
Bean Porridge hot,
Bean Porridge cold,
Bean Porridge In he pot,
Nine days old.
o
I Mi: (ill AN It CONCERT TO
lire
GIVEN AT THE M. E. CHI RCH
IlltilSII.W NIGHT PROMISES TO
BE ONE OF THE VERY It EST
EVER HEARD IN THIS CITY.
Our ROUGH DRV work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

service is used m
Shoe. It stands &

r

,pr M

m

n,

collko- OFFICIO.

go on Shoe I roubles go off

Walk-Ove-

m

is

ItF.F-FltliNt'-

The best leather for hard
m the

The United States grand jury was
empanelled yesterday afternoon and
went into secret session this morn
Ing.
x
Today's forenoon session was taken
up almost wholly with the empanel
ling of the teriltorlal grand jury
The civil docket was being called this
afternoon.
New Suits Filed.
Theodore O. Loveland and James
L. Itecards,
und UolirJi
business under the firm name and
style of the Equitable Manufacturing
company, have Hied suit In the dls
trict court against Antonio Trosello.
Anita Cater de Lujan has filed suit m
In the district court for divorce from
her husband, CaHlmiro Lujan.
m
Antonio Sanchez yesterday filed t.t
the district court a suit against Lt- - 83
oraila lxipez ie Sanchez.
Carlos B. Chavez has filed suit In
the district count against Nicolas Her- rera, appellant.
Trujlllo Bros, today filed a suit In rvl
the district 'Uiurt against Benito m
Abeyta, appellant. E. V. Chavez will
represent the defendant In the suit.
jose xrujillo this morning filed a
suit in the district court against
v rancisco Sedlllo, appellant.
E. V.
Chavez Is attorney for the defense, j
Most all of the above cases have
been repealed from lower courts.
L. K. (.rand Jury.
Foreman, Translto Gabaldon: HI
larlo Itoybal, Patriclnlo Chavez, Manuel Carabajal, Nestor Garcia, Mellton
Komero, Manuel Sanchez y Tapia, Joe
Glrard. Crescenslo Aragon. Manuel
Joramillo y Crespln, Virglnio Torres,
Donaciano Laicero, Joaauln Garcia.
Josa Antonio Martinez, S. O. Danel-soJose Sena, Manuel Garcia y Aragon. Jose Martin, Antonio Gutierrez,
Jose Lucero, Jesus Nleto.
THE IlF.ST TALENT OF THE
WILL API'KAH AT THE
CONCERT THURSDAY EVENING.

you

The Home of the

I

Members of the Albuquerque
club are requested to
meet tonight In the Kemmerer stu-d- l.
, on West Hallroad avenue.
It Is
very Important that a large attendance is had, as a concert Is to be
given on March 2U at the Congregational church. The club now has
thirty members.
W. W. Wood, who was called here
from Los Angeles to testify before the
t.'nited States grand jury, left on the
limited today for home.
Mr. Wood's
Interests a? cashier of the American
National bank of Los Angeles demand
his Immediate return, though he will
have to return within ten days to testify before the United States petit
Jury.
Theodore Muenslerman, bookkeeper for the M, Bergen grain and provision house, who suffered severe Injuries lit a fall down the steps of the
First National hank building several
days ago. Improves slowly. Mr. Ber-gstated this afternoon, however,
that he through Mr. Muensterman
would be able to lie around in about
seven days.
The new law enacted by congress
with reference to telegraph operators
ami the hours they shall work on
railroads, a synopsis of which was
given in The Evening Citizen of yesterday, does not affect the operators
oi tne local Santa Fe offices, as they
are already and have for a long time
been working on the nine-hosched

Have
ever been to a "bean"
ooi.i.i:croit.
social? If not come to the one the
v must class, i:xpi :m i:cr.n Eastern Star is having Tuesday even
ing, March 19. at the home of J. F.
coi.i.i:( 'Ton wants sin.vnoN'.
Holmes, &05 West Lead avenue. If
'IX) 1
TOIL"

nt

Is In

days.
Mrs. Henry Warren, of St. Joseph
Mo., Is stopping in the city foe :i few
days.
P. fi. Krocker, of Cheney Kansas,

I

Banning, Bowman

JK'S'S

""

-

ry

Capitol Coffee
tucket,

Anncln

of Liw

town today.
T. M. Ullmer of l.os Angeles Is In
town today.
WJlllnm lteun, of Kansas City, is
In town.
H. J. Ramsey of HlulTton. Ind., Is
a guest at the Sturges.
Maytiard Ounsul has returned from
a business trip to Los Angeles.
Itonurd Garcia of Kan Antonio,
Texan, is stopping In the city.
Thonuis I'atton, of tillisou, N. M.,
Is transacting business here.
P. L. Hlalr, of Chicago, is among
the visitors from afar today.
A. It. Gugary, of Kelly. N. M . is n
business visitor to the city.
P. W. ' Jackson, of San Franeisen,
Cnl., is transacting business here.
James Armstrong, of Las Vegas.
Is In the city on a business mission.
P. M. Clough of San Martial has
been In this city for the past few

!

ry

cold

.SkutltiK rink open tonight.

E. K. Necley

Sweet htiiimIhi may make a success at tln
ai far as a nolo
Is oonwrnod hut it depend on tlw
hIhm wlictlirr the end I to ho
or otherwise.
Our Klioe are easy sellers. People
arc attracted to them naturally and
stow to like them from experience.
You can't Ret any lietter for your
money. You rnnt Ret a Iwtter fit no
matter how much joti pay.
That's why our slxtcs are always
moving. Try them.

.

EVENING
"

local and
weather forecast.

naturally.

Men's Shoes
Women's Shoes
Children's Shoes

KLBtTQUEBQtJS

PERSONAL

SATISFY

satis-facto-

"

,

I

A pair of slincs you nre talked Into
buying never linn tlio Him iIimo In
your rrirnrtl an the one you tako to

1

-

I

3 14 WEST MLMADAVE:yVL

OUR

'

1 1

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
OLOMBO
Admission

G

.V

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SCHOOL

HALL-DANCIN-

f&c

Address Home Office,

8 W. R. R. Ave.
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. tidies

Tree
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